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Signs of the Season/

Autumn leaves are falling fast, but colorful signs of the season still remain in certain areas of the region. Striking
colors of red, green and yellow adorn the grounds around Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park in
Gilbertsville. Record or near record high temperatures this week should keep viewing opportunities at a premium, however, temperatures are expected to drop toward the end of the week. A slight chance of showers was
also reported
GREG TRAVIS'Ledger & TimesPhotos

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway Count) Fiscal
Court has approved a medical
and life insurance proposal from
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
that will keep benefits and costs
at current levels for county
workers while costing the county only $2,500 more for the next
fiscal year.
During a special-called meeting at the Calloway County
Courthouse Monday afternoon.
Greg McNutt of McNutt
Insurance Inc. presented several
options from Anthem along with
those proposed by CHA Health
. of Lexington, the county's insurance provider for the past three
years. Magistrates considered
both the proposals before choosing to switch companies to save
---dollacs-feF4he-eourity
raising costs for employees.
"We've dodged another bullet for one more year," said
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins afterward, pointing to the
dramatic increase in health care
costs. "With the state of health
care today, we're happy to be
paying this since the cost of
health care has nearly doubled in
the last 10 years."
Elkins commended employ-

ees for then
jai
efforts
keeping
down costs.
"They use
insurthe
ance when
they need it,
they
but
don't abuse
Elkins'
it," he said.
Under the medical plan. single employees or those who do
not purchase insurance for family members would pay $25 of
the total $290 cost of the plan
with a $1,000 deductible with
the county paying the remainder.
Employees would have to pay
more when selecting plans that
feature a $500 deductible and
would have to cover additional
costs when selecting the family
plan-as-USUAL-However the costs are listed
at less than those offered by
CHA Health for 2006-2007.
Most of the county's employees
have opted for the $500
deductible under the previous
CHA plan. according to information supplied to magistrates.
About 76 employees chose to
purchase the county's medical

•See Page 2A

Antique show's visit to Hazel being deJayed until spring
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The Hazel City
Commission's deal with a WPSD
Channel 6 morning show that would
feature stories about some of the
antique treasures owned by Hazel city
residents will have to wait until spring.
Commissioner Lori Charlton said
during a meeting with Mayor Harold
Pittman at Hazel City Hall Monday

night that the station's proposal to feature the antiques on Mike Mallory's
"What's It Worth" morning show has
been delayed.
"I've been in contact with Mike
Mallory and he said that would have to
wait until spring." she said. "The holiday season is here, along with winter,
and there won't be much going on. So
they have decided to just put that on
hold for now."

The station has offered_ to. showrase
antiques owned by Hazel residents by
allowing them to bring items to an
antiques expert that would appraise
their value on the air or on videotape to
be aired at a later date. Charlton pointed out before the meeting that the program will primarily focus on antiques
owned by individuals living in the
Hazel area who want to determine their
value and not necessarily those featured

.survey of booth renters doing business
in the city's antique stores.
"This is mainly something for peo- inside the city's four antique malls
ple in Hazel that want to know how would begin shortly after the .beginning
much what they have is worth," she of the new year. The survey would
determine whether or not booth renters
said.
In other business, the commission would be willing to pay a $10 licensing
heard a report from Commissioner fee under a city ordinance if the money
Nancy Mieure concerning actions taken was used for advertising efforts that
by the city's Ad Hoc Business would help bring in more customers.
Ordinance Committee.
Mieure told commissioners that a

•See Page 2A

Pond searched for tornado victims
not hear them.
By The Associated Press
Four bodies were found in
EVANSVILLE, Ind.(AP) —
Barbara Bullock stood in her tat- the pond Sunday. and another
tered yard. where piles of her was found Monday. Authorities
belongings were str,ewn along expected to finish draining the
with the remains of her house pond this morning.
"It is the one spot in this area
after a deadly tornado struck
while she and her husband slept. that we have not thoroughly
"Believe it or not. I just searched because it is under
praise God for being alive," water," said Brit; Williams,
Bullock. 52. said Monday. Vanderburgh County chief
"Everything else can be deputy sheriff.
The tornado cut a path of
replaced."
The twister, which slashed devastation at least 20 miles
through Indiana and Kentucky long and about a quarter-mile
early Sunday with winds esti- wide. At least 18 people died at
mated at more than 200 mph, the mobile,home park, and four
others were killed in neighborkilled at least 22 people.
Afterward. Bullock placed a ing Warrick County. Dozens
wooden pumpkin with the remained hospitalized.
All 200 people on a list of
words "We give thanks to God"
in the blown-out window of her those feared missing from the
mobile home park had been
home in Newburgh.
A few miles to the west in accounted for by Monday night,
Evansville. crews were draining said Sheriff Brad Ellsworth.
Experts say the tornado was
a pond near the Eastbrook
Mobile Home Park. which was unusually intense and fast.
obliterated in the storm. Indiana Pushed by a rapid shift in the jet
officials said emergency sirens stream, the twister raced along
sounded twice. but many in the at 70 to 75 mph and stayed on
mobile home park said they did the ground for .thout 35 minutes,

Fletcher: Assessment on
warning systems warranted
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Ernie Fletcher said Monday
an assessment was needed to determine whether residents
of areas hit by a weekend tornado were properly alerted by
local warning systems.
The governor said he spoke with "multiple people" in Hart
County who said they heard tornado sirens sound after the
tornado had already hit.
"There really was not a lot of warning, and we were very
fortunate that nobody was injured," Fletcher told reporters out•
side the Capitol.
Fletcher declared a state of emergency in Munfordville on
Sunday and sent in 40 National Guard troops after the town
was ravaged in the storm early Sunday morning. A tornado
also destroyed portions of Ellis Park Race Track in Henderson
before heading into Indiana. where at least 22 people were
killed. Crittenden County also had some homes destroyed in
the storm.
Fletcher said there were about 80 homes damaged in Hart
County. 25 of which were considered uninhabitable.
The cost of the tornado damage was still uncertain,
Fletcher said. However,he said he anticipated it to cost nearly $4.5 million — the minimum threshold for federal disaster
in the areas hit by the storm.
money
Fletcher said he was expanding the disaster declaration
into Crittenden County. where five homes were destroyed.
-It was just hooking along
said David Blanchard. a meteorologist with the National
Weather Service in Paducah, Ky. •See Page 2A

The Gleaner AP
Swirl marks in a harvested field near a farm house near
Henderson. Ky., shows the path of a tornado Sunday,. The
tornado struck early Sunday with winds estimated at
more than 200 mph, reducing houses to splinters, obliterating mobile homes and killing at least 22.
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Former aide says Fletcher •OK'd ...
should resign to end scandal

PoliceSheriffFirelogs

Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at 1108 Vine St. at 6:32 a.m.
Friday.
insurance plan during the past • Extra patrol was requested after a theft was reported at the
year with 60 of those opting for Williamsburg office on Bailey Road at 7:26 a.m. Friday.
the more expensive plan with a • Someone came into the station to report a theft at 2:12 p.m.
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — the Gov. resigning he should do lawyer, Joe
Friday.
$500 deductible.
Terry, said
Gov. Ernie Fletcher is insulated, it," Turbyfill continued.
The governor's communica- he has told
Rates for Anthem's term life •Paschall Truck Lines reported a truck stolen at 3:49 p.m. Friday.
has refused to take help or
6:32 p.m.
advice from strong political tions director likened that Hacker not
insurance plan would still cost •Someone came into the station to report an assault at
hands and has jeopardized approach to "taking a sledge to comment.
the same as last year; about Friday.
• Douglas Smith, 36, of Murray, was served with a warrant chargA grand
Republican Party gains in hammer to get rid of a gnat."
$2.32 per pay period for $25,000
ing him with wanton endangerment and fourth-degree assault.
"That's ridiculous," Brett jury investiKentucky, says a former aide
in benefits. However employees • A burglary was reported at 1107 Murray Place at 4:22 a.m.
Hall said Monday.
gating
and veteran GOP leader.
could opt to increase the benefit Saturday.
The
e-mails
between improper
In an exchange of e-mails,
to allow $5,000 in life insurance • Criminal mischief was reported at 1109 Pogue St. at 6:29 p.m.
Basil Turbyfill suggested that Turbyfill and Hacker, were state hirings
for a spouse and $1,000 for a Saturday.
Fletcher should consider resign- obtained by the Lexington indicted
Fletcher
Turbyfill in
ing in order to end the hiring Herald-Leader.
child at a cost Of $2.74 per peri- • Thomas Lott, 60. of Murray, was charged with fourth-degree
Turbyfill's words provided July on one
scandal that has stymied his
od. The county has 99 employ- assault after he was arrested at 11:02 p.m. Saturday for his
administration for the last six further evidence Fletcher has misdemeanor charge of conspir- ees that would benefit from the involvement a domestic dispute from earlier in the day.
months.
been losing support even from ing to violate state merit laws,
•A gas drive-off was reported at 11:26 p.m. Saturday at Max Fuel.
insurance plan.
Turbyfill was director of per- longtime GOP faithful because which mandate that rank-and- life
• Copy Plus requested extra patrol after vandalism was reported
"Basically it's just a renewsonnel and efficiency in of the investigation.
file employees be hired based on
at 8:35 a.m. Monday.
al,- Elkins said this morning. • Someone came into the station to report either stolen or misFletcher's office and Among
successful qualifications, not politics.
Turbyfill,
a
Fletcher pardoned Turbyfill "We did -switch companies, but placed property at 2:45 p.m. Monday.
those indicted for personnel law Danville businessman, served
violations. Turbyfill was also on the Republican Party Central and eight other men Aug. 29,
the benefits and the costs remain • MSU Public Safety reported a stolen bicycle at 8:10 p.m
On Sept. 13, the governor about the same."
pardoned, then fired by Fletcher. Executive Committee and is one
Monday.
-The GOP will be set back of Boyle County's most promi- fired Turbyfill and eight others,
Murray State University Police Department
However, McNutt noted that
us
saying
they
all
of'
who
Republicans.
"did
not
understand
and
have
nent
decades
employees pur- • A theft was reported after two individuals were seen with basnumber
of
if
the
worked so hard for 20 years
Turbyfill did not return sev- or appreciate the spirit of merit
ketballs behind the Regional Special Events Center at 1:30 a.m .
have worked for naught," eral calls yesterday. His wife system rules.- Turbyfill said he chasing or not purchasing insur- Friday.
Turbyfill said in a Sept. 17 e- said he has not been speaking %Va.% asked to resign, only to ance from the county previously • A burned Styrofoam cup was reported at 8:24 a.m. Friday at
mail to former University of with reporters. His attorney, have Fletcher call and ask him to should change significantly Hart
College. There was no smoke or no fire, but Murray Fire
Kentucky sports announcer Paul Harnice, declined to com- come back. He was then tired a under the new plan, the compaDepartment
was notified for investigative purposes only.
week later.
Ralph Hacker, who also has ment.
ny would be forced to withdraw • A bicycle was reported stolen from Elizabeth College at 11:16
Hacker did not respond to
Fletcher disputed that and his the proposal and submit a new
worked part-time as an aide to
a.m. Friday.
several messages left on his spokesman said Turbyfill w as
Fletcher.
one.
•
An international student came to Public Safety to speak with an
"If we could get out of this by answering machine and his very emotional.
"This proposal is based on officer about a complaint at 8:26 p.m. Friday. Murray Police
the current census," McNutt told Department actually took the report.
the court."If that were to change •A student reported someone had been inside the White College
more than about IQ percent. the room at 2:19 p.m. Saturday. The mirror is broken and a knife was
left.
"The most important thing that I can say about whole thing would be out the • The Clark College residence director reported a cigarette was
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
Sen. Hillary
Clinton is planning a fundraising trip to Kentucky Senator Clinton is that ... she represents the real window and the company would thrown in a trash can in the front of the dorm at 11:51 p.m.
next month. state. Deniocratic Party officials said values for Kentucky:jobs,education, health care," be forced to withdraw the plan Sunday. There was no fire, but a little smoke. The RD poured
Lundergan said. "And those are the - things that and submit a new one."
Monday.
water into the can and replaced the bag. Murray Fire Department
Meetings with the county's was advised.
Clinton is scheduled to appear at a Dec. 2 we're proud that she's going to come here and talk
100 or so employees concerning
fundraiser at the Galt House in LouiSville, party about."
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
Tickets for the fundraiser range from $100 to details of the Anthem insurance • Deputy Dan Melone was dispatched to a Brewers Highway reschairman Jerry Lundergan said. She is expected to
host a fundraiser of her own the following day. $10,000. Lundergan said he hoped the event plans were scheduled to begin idence about 9 p.m. Friday when underage drinking was taking
place there. After further investigation revealed eight juveniles
would collect about $250,000.
I.underein said.
this morning.
consuming alcohol. Melone charged Carla N. Henderson, 37, of
Hardin, with eight counts of unlawful transaction with a minor.
She is scheduled to appear in Marshall District Court on Nov. 16.
• Deputy Dan Melone conducted a traffic stop in Benton at 2:20
Tonight w ill he mostly- clear
a.m. Saturday. The stop resulted in the arrest of both vehicle
with lows in the mid 60s.
voted to allow City Attorney Trevor occupants. The driver, Steven D. Morefield. 35, of Benton, was
From Front
tl
Wednesday will be
Ilae neeessa'ry actions j.collt -charged with first-degree possession of a controlled substance
Coleman ro
cloudy with a chance of rain m
"Of course no vendor Would have to pay more delinquent city taxes from a resident now involve
• t •:.• •" ,-possessioifaf-rharijuanaancLPosse
— 0.-qinn oT
th ilk MOOT and highst th'. mid than $10 even if they had more than one booth in in a case in an ruptcy COUR.
drug paraphernalia. All three charges are firearm enhanced. The
70s.
hire
Mike
Pierce
and
•approved a proposal to
a store or a booth in other stores," Mieure said.
passenger. Kevin Scott Chester, was also arrested on an unrelatWednesday night will have a "Russell Essary has agreed to distribute the sur- Associates of Murray to audit the city's books
ed Calloway County warrant. During the investigation, suspected
slight chance of rain and lows in veys for us in January and we hope to get those from July 1, 2003 to Sept. 1, 2005. New City
Clerk Janice Wilkinson recommended the action methamphetamine, marijuana, a pipe, pills and a .38-caliber pisthe lower Tos
hack by Jan. 16."
during the meeting noting that the city has not tol were seized.
In other actions, the commission:
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
ordered an audit in five years.
•decided to post signs in at least one of the
"I have not found any discrepancies," she said. • A gas drive-off was reported at Lakeway convenience store at
city 's alleyways located behind the antique stores "It's just good business to do that when you 10:16 a.m. Friday. A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 case
io prevent residents or visitors from parking in the
was opened.
NOTICE
change 'city clerks."
• The Calloway County areas following complaints about the problem.
• A 4-year-old child was bitten by a dog at 3:24 p.m. Friday on
board of Elections will meet
Cherry Corner Road.
at 930 am Wednesday in
•An injury accident was reported on U.S. 641 North near Regions
the county clerk's office
Bank at 6:38 p.m. Friday. Murray Police Department was notified
Items on the agenda include
and handled the call.
regarding
discussion
a
• A caller from Trout Drive said at 8:09 a.m. Saturday a neighbor
In the honor roll for North
precinct annexation
es cuing. not at 2 in the morning left a note on the door and an officer needed to see it.
From Front
Elementary
School,
the
name
of
• The Calloway County
• A car-versus-tree injury accident was reported on Bethel Road
Justen Pollock , in the tint* during the greatest punch of the in November."
Board of Education will meet
Meanwhile hundreds of sur- at 10:48 a.m. Saturday. Amanda Clevinger, 28, of Hardin, was
was_wrung.
Thursday at grade As-and
al 6 p-m
jet—sTream.--You just don t see
ivors were wondering how northbound on Ky. 1483 and-dropped off the road to the right
Information was released incor- speeds like that very often."
Calloway County
Middle
they
would recover without the side. She was unable to get the vehicle back on the road and
School Agenda items include
rectly to the newspaper.
Blanchard said.
homes they had made amid the sideswiped a tree before hitting another tree head on. She
the 2005-06 nutrition and
Dan McCarthy. the warning Ohio River bottomlands.
refused treatment for her injuries, but the two juveniles in the
physical activity report card
Due to 0 reporter's error. the
coordinator at the federal govvehicle were treated at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
State
officials
said
nearly
600'
high school HVAC project
listing -ot Medals awarded to
because their faces were cut from the glass.
ernment's Storm Prediction
bids and an executive sesSSgt. Donald Brantley in a Center'in Norman. Okla.. said homes were destroyed or sus- • Someone who stole $150 from a White Oak Drive residence
sion regarding student discitained major damage. Gov.
new s story about he and his
most people wrongly' think of Mitch Daniels declared a state of was still at the house at 11:54 p.m. Saturday.
pline
v.
in
brother
First
Sgt.
Darrell
IN The Murray Independent
tornadoes as a spring event.
emergency for the area as he • Extra patrol was requested at 8:33 a.m. Sunday on Hale Road
Brantley on Monday incorrectly.
Board of Education is schedHe said the nation experi- asked the federal government after a mailbox was vandalized repeatedly over the past year.
attributed medals awarded to ences a "second season" of toruled to meet at 7 p m on
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
for disaster assistance.
the wrong soldier. The medals nadoes from
Thursday in the central office
• Hay bales were on fire at 4:15 p.m. Saturday on U.S. 641 North
mid-October
The
Federal
Emergency
board room of the Carter
were ass arded to Darrell through
November, when Management agency has sent and Ky. 1346. The fire was extinguished.
building
Administration
Brantley not Donald Brantley.
weather conditions resemblt teams to the area, said FEMA • An abandoned trailer on Skinner Road was on fire at 11:55 p.m.
Consideration of a process
Saturday. The fire was extinguished.
those
in the spring.
spokeswoman Nicol Andrews.
and timeline for the selection
-The ,tlarrav Ledger Times
• Twelve firefighters responded to a woods fire on Crouch Road
"That's what makes tornaof a new superintendent and a
"This could he any communi- about 5:30 p.m. Sunday. Upon their arrival. 10 to 15 acres were
stri% es to ensure accurate and
does so dangerous this time of ty." said Indiana Sen. Evan on fire. They were on the scene about two hours. About 15 acres
district financial audit report
lair reporting, however misare on the agenda for the
takes occasionally *occur. It is the year -- people just don't Bay-h. who toured the area burned. The forestry service also responded_
the baker's polka to correct expect them." he Said. "They Monday. "This could be any of
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
•To report a Town Crier
errors. To report a news mistake expect them to happen in the us."
and citations from various agencies.
item call 753-1916
or error. please call 753-1916.
spring and in the afternoon or

•

From Front

•

Hillary to stump for Ky. Democrats

Forecast

IIII Hazel ...

Town Crier

Corrections •Tornado ...

ADVERTISE
WITH US!
CALL 753-1916

affordable tuition rates.
She wants to go to a private college.

You want

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Austin Peav State University offers in-state tuition to students
from Allen, Calloway, Christian, Logan, Simpson,Todd and
Trigg counties. And since the average class has only 17
students, her professors will know her by name, not by her
student ID number.

Confused
about
insurance?
Our business has a jargon all its own.
Deductibies. Replacement cost.
Additional living expense. Let us cut
through the maze and explain your
insurance in understandable terms
that make sense to you
Call

She gets a private college atmosphere. You save thousands of
dollars.
For more information, call APSU admissions at (800) 8442778, or check out the campus, student life and academic
options at http://go.apsu.edu.

ArAUStIn Pen
State University
Find Your Place in the World

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY
211 ,S 12)11 Si •4Aurray • 753-3415
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A.G. seeks extension
for grand jury work

luesdav, November N. 2005 • 3A

Perioperative Nurses Week

By JOE BIESK
review only 10 of the approxi- requested by prosecutors — a
mately 30 computers that were tally he said has reached nearly
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — ,eized as evidence. He has said 4 million e-mails. Hall called the
Prosecutors asked for a 90-day the investigation should contin- investigation a "political circus"
extension Monday of the ue until the grand jury was pre- and said the grand jury should
Franklin County special grand sented with all the available evi- not be continued another term.
"It's time to stop the nonjury investigating Gov. Ernie dence.
Sheryl Snyder, Fletcher's sense," Hall said.
Fletcher's administration for
So far, 13 current or former
alleged violations of the state's attorney, has said prosecutors
were seeking broad access to e- administration officials have
Merit System law.
The special grand jury started mails, including those of km- been charged with various misits work in May and was sched- ranking employees in the gover- demeanors stemming from the
uled to expire Nov. 20 without nor's office who were not perti- investigation. Fletcher pardoned
nent to the investigation.
nine people, and later fired nine
an extension. .
A hearing in that matter is administration officials, includSince the investigation starting some who had received pared. 119 witnesses have been scheduled for Thursday.
subpoenaed to testify or produce --The review dif-the contents dons.
The grand jury has continued
documents for the special grand of these computers and storage
jury, according to the attorney devices by the Office of to meet and issue indictments,
general's office filing. However, Attorney General is necessary to despite a challenge by the
there are numerous other pieces ensure that all relevant evidence Fletcher administration to limit
of evidence that have remained has been reviewed and present- its work.
In a separate filing, prosecusealed by the court and not pre- ed to the grand jury," according
Sented to grand jurors, according to the filing signed by Crawford- tors also argued against the
Fletcher administration's move
Sutherland.
to the filing.
The filing also said violations to limit the grand jury's work.
Assistant Attorney General
Meanwhile. Snyder also regScott Crawford-Sutherland last may have occurred in other state
week said a "mountain of evi- agencies outside of the istered additional arguments in
dence" has yet to be presented to Transportation Cabinet, where support of limiting the .grand
the grand jury. Lawyers for the much of the investigation has jury's work. Snyder claimed,
Fletcher administration and focused. According to the attor- among- other things, that the
prosecutors have been involved ney general's court filing, viola- grand jury should not be allowed
in a dispute for months over tions may have occurred in to release a final report. If it
which state officials' e-mail every other state government does, it should be sealed and up
to the court to decide what
accounts should be open to the cabinet.
Brett
Hall,
Fletcher's should be released publicly,
grand jury.
Crawford-Sutherland said spokesman, said the.administra- Snyder wrote.
That matter is also scheduled
last week that investigators and tion has turned over "every perprosecutors have beeh able to tinent piece of information" to be considered Thursday.

GREG TRAVIS Ledger & Times Photo

Murray Mayor Thomas Rushing (seated right) and Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins signed a proclamation Monday declaring the week of
November 13-19 as Perioperative Nurses Week in the community. Also pictured is
Andrea Fassiotto, a registered nurse at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. and
president of the Western Kentucky Chapter of the Association of Perioperative
Registered Nurses. The special week is dedicated to recognizing the nation's pen operative registered nurses who care for patients before, during and after surgery.

Transportation Cabinet official sues Kentucky over its hiring probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A state Transportation Cabinet
official has filed a lawsuit
against the agency's acting sec-

retary, claiming she was pun-.
ished for helping investigators in the state hiring probe.
. Sarah Missy McCray, a cabi-

Schools
reopen in
Katrina-hit
Miss. areas

net personnel officer claimed in
the
s.uit
that
acting
Tratwortation
Cabinet
Secretary Bill Nighbert blocked

her from getting a raise after she
helped investigators from the
attorney
general's
office.
McCray has testified before the

Franklin County special grand
jury which is investigating Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's administration
for alleged violations of state

personnel

lass.

A

Franklin

County special grand jury
indicted Nighben in September
for the alleged incident.

WEDNESDAY ONLY!
MISSES SPORTSWEAR

A'AVE:LAND, Miss (AP) —
Portable classrooms sit where a
playing field used to be and
lunches had to be brought in
from another school, but classes
were back in session Monday at
.Waveland Elementary School,
in one of the towns most devastated by Hurricane Katrina.
About 100 of the school's
380 pre-storm pupils returned
for the first day of post-Katrina
classes-..... For- the
entire
Waveland-Bay St. Louis public
system, 932 students were
marked present Monday —
about 39 percent of the prestorm population.
"Reopening the schools, it
means Waveland is coming
back. We're not off the map,"
Waveland Elementary Principal
Rebecca Ladner said.
surge
Katrina's
storm
brought knee-high waters into
Ladner's school, which is more
than a mile off the beach. All but
one wing of the school has been
condemned and Ladner said it
will be the spring of 2007 before
a new permanent facility can be
built.
But with many classes and
school offices operating out of
portable classroom trailers.
teachers were set to resume lesson plans dropped after Aug. 26
— the Friday before Katrina
came -ashore, leveling much of
this town of about 7,000.
-We just have to pick up
where we left off," second-grade
teacher Betsy Jacobs said.
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PRICE
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GREAT FA.u.
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1999
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OFF
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REG. '60

SUITS & FURNISHINGS
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FINE GAUGE

99
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IN MANY CONVENIENT WAYS. For example, there are 11 Heritage Bank
FREE BILL PAY

ATMs around western Kentucky for easy access to your checking and savings accounts. No
,.17:PifENT HI
,
CI r;

bankers hours here. Were open late on Friday and Saturday
morning. You don't even have to get out of your car. Just
speed right up to a convenient drive-through window and let
our bankers and neighbors get you financially back on track
in no time. That's banking at the speed of life!
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Pandemic
Prose
My rnother remembered
the 1918 flu epidemic. She was
ten- years
grosving trp-nra
brownstone in Brooklyn. No
one in the Kelly brood of seven
was stricken, but plenty of their
neighbors were.
"Whole families died
overnight."
she said.
The stories seemed
unreal, with
references to
forced quarantines and
descriptions
of wrapped
bodies
stacked on
Main Street the front
By Constance stoop until a
Alexander
wagon came
Ledger & Times to take them
away.
Columnist
Today, as
medical
experts
around the world acknowledge.
the inevitability of another devastating epidemic. my mother's
tales come hack to haunt me.
A new Website. http://pandemicflu.gov is now online,
answering every question you
ever had about the flu but were
afraid to ask.
According to the site, there is

toll and the threat finally passes.
Oran returns to normal, though
the-plague could return at anytime
William Maxwell's autobiographical novel. They Came
Like Swallows, describes the
impact of the flu epidemic of
1918 on one young boy. Young
Bunny Morrison suffers the
death of his beloved mother and
the dissolution of his family as
he knew it.
The details of loss are simple. Just looking into the closet
of the deceased catapults the
observer into grief. "Satin, and
lace and brown velvet and the
faint odor of violets. That was
all that was left to him of his
love."
. For the rest of Maxwell's
long life asa writer, his mothers death from the flu haunted
his works.
Horton Foote's play. 1918,
examines World War I and the
flu, through the story of Horace
Robedeaux in Harrison, Texas.
Exempt from military service,
Horace, his- wife and infant
daughter settle into a new house
built for them by his father-inlaw. When the flu attacks
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
Horace and kills his young
showdowns over Iran, North
daughter, it seems that,all hope
Korea and now Syria, Secretary
is lost in spite of the armistice
of State Condoleezza Rice
that will bring the nation to'
seemin ly a rees that half a

Seeing the glass as half full

pandemics soar into the millions the pandemic had left an indeli- unexpectedly pragmatic streak
worldwide, and the spread of
ble mark on everyone who -.
for a Bush administration better
the virus is will. Though coun- encountered it.
known for going its own way in
tries might stri% e. to stem the
Poetry. always the bearer of international affairs.
onslaught with measures like
truth, is the medium Ellen
Rice was an architect of the
Bryan Voigt used for her
travel restrictions and border
war in Iraq as President Bush's
closings, they are to no avail. • account of the epidemic of
national security adviser, and
According to the ominous bullet 1918-1919. In her collection,
long
an open advocate of a
nnt on the Website, such tacKyrie, the poems are written
from various viewpoints of fam- forceful foreign policy that is
tics "may delay ani v al of the
virus. hat cannot stop It
ily members grappling with the often viewed with suspicion
abroad. Her rhetoric hasn't
The World Health
smne- challenges in different
)rgaiuutation's site
ways. The poems are letters.
changed much now that Rice is
M,ss who mtt.voints out that
prayers, songs and even curses
Bush's second-term secretary of
the much heralded a% an flu is
that chronicle the daily life and state.
different iii no pandemic
inner tears of a family in the
Despite tough talk, Rice isn't
influen/a. -The vast martini) of
midst of the war and the flu.
conducting business as an ideo.1\ 1.111 'Minerva %misc.s do not
Kyrie is not all tragedy. It
Ituniansteclares„ --also-cxamines-the-crude-details- logile or an absolutist, said Alan
'Henrikson, a diplomatic histori.idding that there is alwas the
of life on the family farm.
an at Tufts University's Fletcher
potential tor the a%ian flu to
including pigs: "Hogs aren't
School of Law and Diplomacy.
iii irph into a strain that does
pretty hut they're smart,/ and
affect is
"There has been a greater
clean as you let them be," she
In ,un
CM, IA HO asserts
riff`,
.
emphasis on diplomacy in the
that. "Medical SLIPPI CS will he
With all'the dismal chatter
second Bush administration,
inadequate- in the face ot any
about the coming pandemic.
.which is altogether welcome,"
pandenni.-. and large numbers of perhaps it is best to heed the
Henrikson said.
deaths v.11 rx:cur -F% CR counadvice from Jeri Dodge. a
Steven C. Clemons, foreign
he prepared," they
ins
Minneapolis resident who lived
policy director for the New
though there are CM-through a bout with the 1918
rends 114, toOlrfisit If C.A1111Clik.
flu. All her life, poetry has been America Foundation think tank.
called Rice a realist, albeit one
V, d i \\
s '.5 lieu
a source of pleasure and commhonted
1111 mhIlmjnoil 5 Olin* 10
who appears committed to
fort.
.1h,l,rh. I resort!. iiteraitire for
"You know. I think I'd rather Bush's second-term mandate to
insight. :Olen Canals. !he
think about poems than that
spread democracy even in
Plague pro% ides ilkconsolation. episode with the flu.- she said.
places such a.s Saudi Arabia, a
In this ti,i‘el sct in the
-Mat was a had time, but poet- close Washington ally where
..Mgenan Lit% 1/i I hall. (111112
ry can re-create the good::
true representational democracy
rats pile ankle 1110 in the streets
seems a long way off.
SA Jule the public and .the go% ernRead Main Street on line at
"I don't really think the
in in in.inurrayklgercom.
ignore them It is iii 'I until
things she's doing are really
the
is placed Linde: quaranContact the columnist directly
robust, but she is willing to see
tine that inhabitants ale torced
ill constancealetanderOtcharthe glass as half full," said '
acknow ledge the plague
r, I net.
When the disease has taken -Its
Clemons, a critic oft'
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WASHINGTON 101) k)
By Anne Gearan
Ambassador John R. Bolton and approach was also on display
4ast-week-when-Rieeoscepted-a-other-administration-figures
seen as hard-liners. "She is
watered-down statement on
moving forward incrementally." Syria from the United Nations
Rice will visit Saudi Arabia
Security Council. The resolunext Week, after what promises
tion does not mention sanctions
or make an express threat of
to be difficult talks with Israeli
military action, but it says Syria
and Palestinian leaders over the
increased violence and unexwill face unspecified further
pected pessimism following
action if it fails to cooperate
Israel's withdrawal from the
with a U.N. imestigation of the
Gaza Strip. Rice is expected to - assassination of an anti-Syrian
politician in Lebanon.
use a firmer hand than she has
AP
so far to push both sides toward
The administration favored
As it later did with Syria, the
economic or other sanctions,
compromise on issues such as
United States has so far settled
smoother border crossings.
and the initial draft threatened
for less than it wanted on Iran.
On the nuclear ambitions of
them. Neither Rice nor other
The U.N. nuclear watchdog
Iran and North Korea — both
Western diplomats, however,
agency first put off a vote and
could win support for that move then, in September, passed a
countries Bush once famously
'rum Russia, a close alfyof--labeled-pan-of arraxis ofevilresti1utionlhat although harshly
- Rice has agreed to try carrot- Damascus, or from China and
critical of Iran did not ask the
and-stick diplomacy shunned in
Algeria. the Security Council's
Security Council to step in
only Arab member.
the first term.
immediately with sanctions.
The North Korea talks have
Rice and partner France
U.S. diplomats framed the
accepted the milder language
been more successful, with an
Iran vote as a victory, in part
agreement in September that
and won unanimous supporton
because only one nation sided
Pyongyang will give up its curthe council.
outright with Tehran. Others,
rent nuclear weapons and .
On Iran, Rice has quieted
such as Russia. abstained.
fears in Europe and elsewhere
renounce new ones. The deal
The United States may yet
that the U.S. planned a secondcapped two years of negotiapersuade other countries to go
tions that had seemed headed
term invasion or air strike to
along with tough sanctions. or "
nowhere, and was a diplomatic
eliminate what it sees as a
the European diplomacy the
looming nuclear threat from the
coup for the United States and
administration once viewed
the other four countries negotiIslamic republic. Although Rice
with skepticism may one day
ating with the reclusive commu- has said the military option
bear fruit.
nist North.
remains on the table, she
If not, Rice wilt have a halfembraced European-led diploIt also came with a catch for
measure in her pocket, plus the
the United States: North Korea
macy with Tehran last spring.
good will of formerly suspinow has at least the theoretical
That effort stalled over the
cious European diplomats.
summer, but the United States
right to demand a nuclear reactor to produce electricity, some- had European powers at its side
Anne Gearan covers diplowhen Rice and others began to
thing the administration had
macy and foreign affairsfor
previously called a deal-breaker. beat the drum for tough U.N.
- The Associated Press.
A take-what-you-can-get
sanctions.
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Obituaries
Roy G. Rose

I

MEM&

Survivors include her husband, Eugene Byers; one son. Dennis
The funeral for Roy G. Rose will he Wednesday at 11 a.m, in the Byers. West Paducah; one sister. Mrs. Nell Dotson, Kirksey; two
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Revs. James Fulton and brothers, Frank McNeely, Fairdealing, and Roy Leon McNeely,
Randy Lowe will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Carmel Seffner, Fla.; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. William J. SuUivan will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Maple Spring Cemetery, Benton.
to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church (Tuesday).
Building Fund. c/o Carolyn Collins, 190
Mrs. Kathleen Trevathan Culpepper
Cascade Hills, Benton, Ky., 42025.
The funeral for Mrs. Kathleen Ton,athan Culpepper will be today
Mr. Rose, 84, Washer Road, Kirksey, died
Sunday, Nov. 6, 2005, at 9:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at Englewood Baptist Church, Jackson. Tenn.
Drs. Philip Jett, Larry Gilmore and Brent Lay will Officiate.
Murray.
Pallbearers will be Eric and Ashley Culpepper, Lyle Swingler.
An Army veteran of World War E, he was a member and elder of
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A Kentucky Colonel, Steven Ballard, Robert Morgan and Dr. Linn Stanak. Entombment
he was a heavy equipment operator and also an operating engineer. will follow in the masoleum at Highland Memorial Gardens.
He was a 50-year member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Jackson. with Lawrence-Sorensen Funeral Home,Jackson, in charge
Accepted Masons, and a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars and ofarrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after 1 p.m. today (Tuesday).
International Union of Operating Engineers Local 181.
Mrs. Culpepper, 83, Jackson, died Saturday. Nov. 5, 2005, at her
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Reba Wilson and Veda
Jones, and one brother, Harmon Rose. Born Nov. 3, 1921. in home.
She was a member of Englewood Baptist Church,Jackson, where
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Haywood Rose and
she had served as a Sunday school teacher for 53 years.
Minnie Ethel Copeland Rose.
Born in Calloway County. Ky., in 1922, she was the daughter of
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Hughes Rose, to
whom he was married March 23, 1943. in Charleston. Mo.; one the late B.K. Trevathan and Myrtle Roberts Trevathan.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. .Norman Culpepper, to
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Bucy and husband, Kenneth. Kirksey; one
son, Michael (Mickey) Rose and wife, Marie, Houston, Texas; two whom she was married April 12, 1941; one daughter, Shirley
grandchildren, Susan Bucy. Eddyville, and Brad Bucy, Nashville. Culpepper, Boulder City, Nev.; two sons, Jerry Culpepper and wife,
Tenn.; one brother. Hubert Rose, New Port Richey, Fla.: several Barbara,. Humboldt, Tenn., and Tim Culpepper and wife. Connie,
Jackson; two sisters. Mrs. Dorothy Harris and Mrs. Wanda Miles.
nieces and nephews.
both of Murray; five grandchildren, Lindy Sauer, Melissa Swingler,
Eric and Ashley Culpepper,and Jinny Ballard; three great-grandchilMrs. Eunice Lee Tynes
Mrs. Eunice Lee Tynes.82, Mayfield; died Sunday. Nov. 6. 2005, dren.
at 5:37 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Life Baptist Church. Mrs. Bernice Marie Cope
The funeral for Mrs. Bernice Marie Cope was today (Tuesday) at
Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Russell Tynes; one II a.m, in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
daughter. Martha Tynes; one son, Wilton Tynes; her mother, Leona Ronnie Stinson officiated.. Pallbearers were Brian Cope, Benjamin Cope. Tyler Cope. Caleb
Burkhart; three brothers, Freddie Burkhart, Eddie Burkhart and
Cope,011ie Easley. Hollis Easley. James Easley, Donnie Easley and
Lexie Morris; two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Mary Thom, Dexter. Mrs. Jeff Fichster. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery. Mayfield.
Mrs. Cope, 79, Mayfield, died Saturday, Nov. 5, 2005, at 7:30
Edna Doke, Joplin, Mo., and Ms. "Delorse Tynes, Mrs. Belle
Degonia, Mrs. Tina Menser and Mrs. Janie Peoples. all of Mayfield; a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
A homemaker, she attended Trace Creek Baptist Church.
five sons, Louis Tynes, Cary Tynes and James Ty.nes, all of
Preceding her in death 'were her husband, Alvin Cope, grandMayfield, Dean Tynes, Fancy Farm, and Larry Tynes, Newburgh,
Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Cox, Benton, and Mrs. Maggie Bennett, daughter. Amanda Marshall, sister. Glenda Easley, and brother,
Raymond Easley. She was the daughter of the late Luther Easley and
Doniphan, Mo.; 22 grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Brown Mary Harwell Easley.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Fichster and husFuneral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Jimmy Madding will officiate.
Pallbearers will be grandsons, active, and granddaughters, hon- band. Jeff. Mayfield; three sons, Richard Cope and wife, Lacy. and
Larry Cope and wife. Lisa, all of Mayfield, and Brad Cope and wife,
orary. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery in Graves County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. today Jeana, Union City, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Frances Ahart and husband, Junior. Brown's Grove community, and Mrs. Robbie Bazzell
(Tuesday:1SO
I
•
wife.
June,
and
011ie
Easley
and wife. .Becky, all of
Easley
and
Mrs. Rose Mary Byers.
Jane.
Murray,
and Donnie Easley.
James
Easley
and
wife,
Mayfield,
died
Sunday.
Magruder
Road,
Kevil,
Rose
Mary
Byers,
71,
Mrs.
and wife, Vanity,
grandchildren.
Brian
Cope
Nashville,
Tenn.;
five
Nov. 6, 2005, at 4:10 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of Spring Bayou Baptist and Jennifer Cope, Benjamin Cope,April Cope and Tyler Cope; two
great-grandchildren. Caleb and Kelsey Cope.
Church.
One son, David Byers, and two brothers all preceded her in death
She was the daughter of the late Jesse McNeely and Mollie Lovett Mrs. Avis S. Larimer
A graveside service for Mrs. Avis S. Larimer will be today
McNeely.
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the Benton Cemetery The Rev. Kevin

McHarg officiated.
Visitation will he at Collier Funeral /ionic. Benton. alter noon
today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Larimer. 93, Walnut Street. Benton. died Friday. Nov_ 4,
2005, at 3:58 p.m. in the emergency room of Marshall County
Hospital.
A clerk for Riley's Department Store, she was a member of First
Christian Church. Benton. and a member of the 1929 Benton High
School Basketball Regional Champions.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Lowell Larinier. three
sisters and four brothers. She was the daughter of the late Charles
Siress and Musetta Roberts Sires',.
Survivors include two sons. Merline W. Larimer. Benton, and
Charles L. Larimer. Murray; six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Mrs. Clara M. Moore
The funeral for Mrs. Clara M. Moore was Monday at II a.m. in
.the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev. Mark Lillly
officiated: Graveside service was at 1 p.m. at Bethel Cemetery.
Gilbertsville.
Mrs. Moore. 75, Knox Drive, Gilbertsville, died Saturday. Noy.5. 2005, at 9:40 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
One son, Paul David Young, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Robert Stanfield and Dia Mae Puckett.
A homemaker. she was a member of East Marshall Baptist
Church.
Survivors include her husband. John H. Moore; one son. Larry
Moore, Murray; daughter-in-law. Mrs. Margaret Young. two-grandchildren. Paul David Young Jr.. and Eileen Young. and one greatgrandchild. Devon James Young. all of Hammond. Ind.; one sister.
Mrs. Ruth M. Hamilton. Sandpoint. Ind.: one nephew. Andrew .
Moore, Es.ansville, Ind.

Mrs. Gladyse Wood Knoth Cannon
The funeral for Mrs. (.iladyseAk'ood Knuth Annon was Monday
at 2 p.m. at Kuttawa First Baptist Church. The Rev. Carl Nelson and
the Rev. Jim Keegan officiated:
Pallbearers were Justin Morton. Jake' Faughn. Ethan Green,
Matthew Hampton. Donnie Morton and Bob Green. Burial was in
the Macedonia Cemetery in Lyon County with arrangements by
Lakeland Funeral Home. Kuttawa. •
Mrs. Cannon, 97, Kuttawa. died Friday. Nov. 4, 2005, at 10:50
a.m. at River's Bend Retirement Community.
A graduate of Murray State University. Mrs. Cannon was a
school teacher for more than 31 years with the Lyon County School
System. She was a member of Kuttawa First Baptist Church where
she taught Sunday school for many years. In October 2003, the city
of Kuttawa honored her as its oldest resident, by making her the
grand marshall of its Han est Fest Parade.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Hugh Hayden Cannon
in 1982, a daughter. Willie Dean Faughn in March 2005. two sons.
Joe and Tom Cannon. both in 2000, one grandson. Chuck Cannon.
two sisters and four brothers.
'Sun isors include one son Walter L. (Pete) -C-innOn arid- Wife:,
Phyllis, Kuttawa; one sister, Mrs. Ada Hayden. Kuttawa; five grandchildren, Nancy Morton and husband. Donnie, Murray. Hugh
(Smokey) Faughn and wife. Shelli, Benton. Barbara Rogers and
husband. Brad. Spartanburg. S.C.. Lisa Cannon Green and husband.
Bob, Springfield, Tenn.. and Veronica Hampton and husband. Dana.
Greenbrier. Tenn.; II great-grandchildren including Justin Morton
and wife, Tonya, and Janessa and Janssen .Morton, and one greatgreat-grandson, Houston Billington.. all of Murray.
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Jury views videotape of accused rapist abducting 11-year-old girl
By MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press Writer
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) Captivated jurors watched digital images Monday of a man
grabbing Carlie Brucia in a
parking lot during the first day
of the trial of the suspect prosecutors believe raped and strangled the 11-year-old girl.
Some jurors sat on the edge
of their seats and others watched
with fingers pressed to their lips
as the images flickered on the
television screen of the man taking Carlie's arm and walking her
out of view of A security camera
posted outside a Sarasota car
wash.•
Prosecutors said during opening statements there was overwhelming evidence that the man
in the images was Joseph Smith,
a 39-year-old former auto
mechanic and father of three
daughters. But the defense said
other suspects weren't properly
checked out.
Although the security-camera images are the most dramatic evidence, prosecutors told
jurors they also have a semen
stain taken from the back of
Carlie's shirt and fibers of
Carlie's clothing taken from a
car they said Smith used in the
abduction to back up•their case.'
-The defendant used power
and control to abduct, sexually
batter and kill I 1 -year-old
Carlie,- said prosecutor Debra
Riva.
Riva told jurors how investigators discovered the securitycamera images at a car wash as
they retraced the route- Carlie
would have taken home from a
friend's house on Feb. I, 2004.
and how it was used to link
Smith to her abduction. Her
stepfather. Steve Kansler, testified that it was- unusual fOr
Carlie not to come home since
"Carlie was a responsible per-

AP
Sarasota County Sheriffs officials released this still photo from a security video of
Carlie Brucia, 11. being led from the rear of a car wash in Sarasota, Fla, Sunday, Feb. 1,
2004. The man accused of abducting and killing her, Joseph Smith. went on trial
Monday in Sarasota.
"Carlie's body will tell you
jail, Smith had called his brother
son. .
Mike Evanoff. the owner of on a cell phone. and as his broth- the rest of the story.- Riva told
the car wash, said he decided to er lead detectives to the church the jury, describing how the
check the images his camera grounds, telling him that, "He girl's decomposed body was
captured that night after he saw had rough sex with Carlie," Riva clad in a red shirt "pushed up
over her chest ... naked from the
deputies and dogs outside his said.
business " looking for clues to
Carlie's disappearance the next
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
day.
-I saw a young lady being led
prices as of 9 a.m.
off to the back side of the car
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'Your Choice Auto'
Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for $100 off each year
up to $500 total
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Carlie's slaying. which rocked
this community and attracted
wide attention after her apparent
abduCtion --was_ shown on TV .
around the world.
Adam
His
attorney,
.rebrugge. told jurors that investigators got the names of numerous suspects after the images
were shown, including a man
who lived at the friend's house
where Carlie had spent the .preyious night. But e% en though the
man had told investigators. he
had discussed sexual topics with
Carlie. Smith became their primary suspect almost immediately.
Joseph Smith
"Once the (Sarasota County)
Sheriff's Office and the FBI
waist down.- \larks on hex decided that Joe was the person,
wrists suggested they fiad been none of these other leads was
. restrained and that Smith had investigated." he said.
strangled her from behind, she
Tebrugge also raised quessaid.
tions about the DNA evidence
As Rixa spoke Monday-. that Riva mentioned, saying
Smith sat nearly motionless. steps must be taken to reduce the
looking at her or occasionally possibility of contamination. He
looking down at the defense cited past cases in which -mavtable. The defendant, charged erick" FBI lab employees had
with first-degree murder, kid- made false reports and added
napping and capital sexual bat- that the clothing fibers found in
tery, has pleaded not guilty.
the car were inconclusive as to
Smith could be sentenced to \y heater they belonged to Carlie.
death if' he is convicted in
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Come visit
us at our
New
Location!
Your Local
Authorized

SONY,
Dealer
On Display in Our
New Showroom:
•Sony Uii. Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Plasma & LCD TVs

Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sound
and security systems.
Sales
Service
Installation

Let us bid
your new
construction
project!

MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.

HILUARD LYONS
J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW Y0115 STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIP(

(270) 753-7567
Mon-Fri: 9am-6pm. Sat: 9am-4pm
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Barnhill
The Murray Bank HeartWalk Team
honored for
her 40 years

#1r

Wanda Barnhill was recently recognized for her service
in the Preceptor Alpha Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Members gave her a surprise party to celebrate her 40
years of active participation.
Beta Sigma Phi is an international sorority with 200,0(1k)
members in chapters around
the world. Although the Preceptor. Alpha Gamma chapter
is a social sorority, it also
sponsors local service projects
each month in the community.'
Members of the chapter
include Barnhill, Colleen Anderson, Joanna Bailey, Linda Fain.
Beverly Galloway. Jama Galloway. Joyce Key, Barbara Lax,
Nancy Lovett, Felicia Maness,
Sandra Michael. Linda Rogers,
Edna Vaughn and Candy Webb.

41MIIMMIMMI1111111111M
Glory Bound Entertainment
will meet here on Thursday

Jo's
Datebook

Photo provided

The Murray Bank HeartWalk Team, led by co-captains Tonya Morris and Andrea
Morris, participated in the American Heart Association event held at the Regional
Special Events Center on Oct. 29th. The Murray Bank team raised over $1500 for the
fight against heart disease and stroke. The team members include (front from left)
Tonya Morris, Nita White, Andrea Morris, Frances Moss, Anita Ray, Linda'Schumaker,
(back from left) Debbie Lassiter, Rhonda McGinnis, Norma Ford, Dave Hornbeck, Liz
Smith, Marla Geib, Bob Hargrove and Carol Sims.

Hazel High School Class of 1945

Featured groups will The Canaaland
Quarter and Ron Lovvern, soloist at Glory
Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7
to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center.
This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen
United Methodist Church. The public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need
I.ine will be taken.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Gentry Board will meet

By Jo Burkeen
Gentry House, Inc., will have its monthCommunity
ly board meeting on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at
Editor
the housing Authority of Murray board room.
located inside the main office of the authority at 716 Nash Dr.
This is an open meeting and all interested parties are welcome.
The house provides emergency shelter to area resident who
become homeless because of a life crisis.

Band Boosters plan promotion
Murray Band Boosters will have a rebate day on Wednesday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier
they want their receipt credited to the Band Boosters.

al

Quarterback Club charters bus
The Quarterback Club of Murray High School has chartered a bus for the football game between Murray Tigers and
Metcalf County at Edmonton on Friday. The bus will leave the
school at 2 p.m. The cost is $25 per person which includes
admission to the game. Seating is limited. To reserve your seat
call Kathy Erwin at 759-5413.

Southwest team plans promotion
Southwest Elementary School Academic Team Will have a
rebate day 'and evening on Wednesday at the Sirloin Stockade.
Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
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team.

CCMS Council will meet

di

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Deeision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the media
center.

--ft

CCHS—Council—will—nreet—

Wanda Barnhill-

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Deltas will meet Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
• Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the club house. Brenda Brown, director of Ezell Cosmetology School, will present a program on
"Healthy Hair, Nails and Skin." Hostesses will be Karen Olson
and Rosa Crass.

Sewing
by Steven
Photo provided

• ()raper).
• Specialty Ro<is
• Custom Bedding
t•-tjphoisi-ery
•:1«•essories
• I. ksign Service
• Custom Blinds Available
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/
Ith-lmorthi
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

Hazel High School of 1945 celebrated its 60-year reunion. Present were, from left.
standing, Virginia Futrell Mathis, Myrtlene Holland Towery. Herdrell Stockdale, Joe
Tom Foster, seated. Gwyn Dailey Key and Marguritte White Stubblefield. Members
absent were O.B. Turnbow Jr., Calvin Key, Conrad Fairris. Verna Nell Irvan Newport
and Mickey Jones Roark. Deceased members are Frank Hart. James Clyde Alton,
Gene Orr Miller. Robert G. (Sonnie) White. Catherine Stockdale Adams. Gene Dale
Ray, Leta Brandon Ray and Fred Paschall. Spouses present were Darrel Mathis, Freda
Stockdale. Frank Towery and Charles Stubblefield.

Some cause happiness wherever they
go; others whenever they go. Oscar Wilde

AUTO
INSURANCE
NEED A QUIFF? CALI.or CLICK

753-4703
KI:B\11 kitN.1.com

Money Market
1 Competitive rates
1 Check-writing choices
1 Personal service
'Current historical 7-day taxable money market yield available on
11:7:05 Effective yield assumes reinvested income. The rate on the
money market fund will fluctuate
An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. Although
the Fund seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per
share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the fund
You should consider the investment obiectrve risks, and charges and
expenses carefully before investing The prospectus contains this and
other information Your Edward Jones investment representative can
provide a prospectus or visit our website at www edwardlones corn.
stitch should be read carefully before investing

DIABETES DAY!
Please join us to learn more about the disease
state of diabetes, new devices to administer
insulin, and to utilize coupons for
free NovoLog® 70/30 pre-mix and
Novolog insulin,

Thursday, November 10th
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
RITE AID PHARMACY
1200 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-8304
We hope' you can take time to stop for afew
minutes. If you have.friends orfamily who
use insulin please bring them with you
or tell them about it.

.
Ent Peemi4,
IS MIN St.
%horny, KY 42/71
1111.741/1

www.edwardjoners.com

lans Jork.a
.lU 5. 12th Si, Sulk. It
Muirre, Al 4211'1
75.1-4227

Merntwr ST1.1

Edwardiones
Inelndual Inv.-don Sttorr 187

Educational Materials
Free Insulin
Free Pen Needles
Refreshments
Door Prizes
Sponsored by Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals

Dance Company taking reservations
Jackson Purchase Dance Company is currently taking reservations for groups of 15 or more wanting to. attend "The Nutcracker" performance on Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. at Murray State
University Lovett Auditorium. Groups will receive discounted
adraisiuir'To reserve your group, call- 767-0579. Reservations- -must be made prior to Dec. I.

Laker Band plans promotion
Calloway County High School Laker Band is selling cookhooks at $10 each. This is another promotion to raise funds
for the band's trip to perform in the Citrus Bowl Parade. Anyone interested may purchase a cookbook from Nyle Torsak at
753-4529, Linda Avery at 753-1292 or any band booster.

Zetas will meet Thursday
Zeta Department at Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. with Holly Cherry of Cherry Tree Florist and
Gift Shop as speaker. Hostesses will be Betty 1._Ciu Farris, Patsy
Trace. Charlotte Barker and Teckla Farrell.

SS representative here Thursday
A representatise of the Social Security Administration will
he at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Veterans will be given assistance
Veterans and their families will he gi‘en tree counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory.
Highway 121 North. Murray. Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

AGR Fraternity plans project
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity will have its second annual
Helping Hand Philanthropic through Friday. Members will do
all lines of fall cleaning including cleaning gutters. raking
leaves, and general work to prepare for the winter season.
Members will donate their time, but donations will he accepted. To schedule a work time. call 759-9011.

Skeptics Club will meet
*Murray State Skeptics Club will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Cumberland room of Murray State University Curris Center. Dr. Robert Martin will give a presentation on "Missing
Links in the Fossil Record." All interested persons are invited. For information e-mail sandygarf@juno.rom or call 7594284.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today at 5- p.m. at the school. All interested persons are invited.

Lions Club plans meeting
Murray Lions Club will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club house. The club will pay tribute to veterans and the speaker will be David Foley. along with guest,
Robert McAlister. The topic will be about bringing of the Vietnam Wall Replica to Murray.

Resource Center requests needs
Household items of table, chairs, bed linens and coach are
needed for a family of six. If ,you have any items to donate,
call the Murray Independent Schools Family Resource Youth
services Center at 759-9592.

COMMUNITY
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Field Marshall Paul Morris,(right), showed Hamp Erwin a
model of the plane Erwin piloting during the war.

Me.

Field Marshall Paul Morns
of the Murray Radio Controlled
Modelers. Inc. spoke to th,
Murray Rotary Club about tlik
local R/C model airplane kit&
The Club has around 40
members and several instructors and enjoys flying plant ranging from small S50 ones
to elaborate large ones.
They meet at a field just
North of Kyle-Oakley Airport,
and on. NONA'. 5 dedicated the
field as Hamp Erwin Field
Flying demos started at 10 a.m.
andsjeijkatron ceremonies_ were_
at 1 p.m.
To reach the, field. take
Airport Road (7831 to Collins
Road to Rob McCallon Road.
where Ens in Field i. located

ho
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Members of Murray Woman's Club attending the fall conference of the First District of
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs were, (from left), Rebecca Rutledge, Barbara
Brandon. Pat McMullin, Tracey Wortham, Martha Crafton, Pat Harrington, Norma Frank
and Marlene Beach.
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Visit our Holicla Open House

MWC members attend fall conference
Eight members of the Murray Woman's Club attended the
fall conference of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held
at the Executive Inn, Paducah.
This was the largest delegation present. They were Pat
Harrington, Tracey Wortham,
Martha Crafton, Barbara Brandon, Pat McMullin. Rebecca
Rutledge. Marlene Beach and
Norma Frank.
During this meeting Crafton
froit"the - Murray dub was

elected governor of the first
district. Patsy Suiter of the Mayfield Community Woman's Club
was elected vice governor. They
will be officially installed at
the KFWV state convention in
May of 2006.
Susan Alexander, KFWC
state secretary. from Lexington performed the installation
at the Paducah meeting in the
absence of Alice Kendrick, state
president from Pikeville.
Merryman Kemp from Paducah. governor of the first district was in charge of-pro-

Sunda, Nov. 1,t6, 1-5 p.m.

gramming tOr the day. Dr. Jan Jones, a professor
at Mid-Continent University.
presented a program on ''Valuing Differences."
Lisa Wise. from Mayfield,
vice governor of the first district, presented the arts and
crafts awards for the district.
Many awards were received by
the Murray club.
Everyone of the 11 district
clubs in the district were represented at the meeting.

Now is the time to kook sour
appointments and parties!

Members Volunteer at Fall Festivals
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Front row, left to right: Siobian Jones, Michelle Underwood,&
Marcy Snodgrass
Second row: Shirley Wall, Valerie Spies, Amanda Cooper. Candy
Wallgren„ & Teresa Beasley
Back row: Laurel Riley, Peggy Tidwell, Chaney Boatright, Poppy
Reed, Tina Duff. Cara Bing, Jessy Bogard. & Julie Nance
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Calloway County High School Beta Club members recently volunteered at the
Calloway Elementary Schools Fall Festivals. Pictured is Crystal Eldridge assisting
Donna. Whitfield, teacher, at North Elementary with the "Needle in the Haystack"
booth.
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Jordan Huston, the 2005-2006 Tiger Bank president, is joined by other student officers,
teachers and representatives from The Murray Bank in cutting the ribbon on the bank.

* Coffeemasters Gourmet
Candies & Coffee Spoons
* 1,000's of Ornaments
* 25 Themed Trees
•largest Seledions of Wreaths
& Arrangements In The Area!

Murray High's Tiger Bank
has 2005 grand opening
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A 2005 grand opening of the
Murray High School Tiger Bank
was held Thursday in the MHS
cafeteria. School administrators,
teachers, students and staff were
joined at the ribbon cutting by
Murray Bank officials and several members of the public.
This is the fifth year for
Murray Bank to partner with the
MHS staff to sponsor the student
financial institution, it vv.*.

reported.
The bank is presented in conjunction with Amy McDowell's
Financial Services class.
The mission of the Tiger
Bank is to educate students
about how a hank operates and
to provide loan and deposit services to the student body and
clubs.
Although the Tiger Bank is
not created for the purpose of
making a large profit, it-should
he -operated with the- goal of

realizing at least a small amount
of gain, it was reported.
Students
in
Financial
Services I and II operate the
Tiger Bank. The interviews for a
position at the bank were conducted in mid-Seplember bs
employees of The Murray Bank.
Students will later participate in
job shadowing at The Murray
Bank to prepare for their positions.
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WNBS-1340AM and Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors recently recognized Calloway County
Middle School student Chelsea Boyd.as this week's
Student of the Week. With Boyd (second from right)
are (from left) Rebecca Landolt. Century 21 Realtor,
Melissa Lamb. math, reading and study skills
teacher at CCMS, and Amy Gannon, WNBS 1340 AM
representative.

Lofty Message

East Elementary students released red balloons to
mark Red Ribbon Week, which was. observed my
many local schools recently.

Chapter IX
Hey. Woody Readers! Well.
I thought my Scooby Doo
watch was cool! It can't compare -to—the clock I am standing in front of! This clock is
so pretty and so big! Its face
is 34 feet in diameter and is
made of more than 20,000
plant's! A fun way to tell time
and easy to see, so you won't
he late for curfew! The clock
is probably a give-away to
our location - Frankfort. our
Capital City!
I had been reading about
Frankfort and was eager to
visit. There were so many
sights to See. Our eyes got
so big when we saw the Capitol building! It was enormous
and it looked like a building
one would see in Paris. France.
Not that this little wiener dog
had ever visited Paris.. but 'I
had read enough to know the
French loved buildings like
these! t It was a beautiful building with a very large dome.
I just had to sniff around. I
wondered if I might find a
nice little French Poodle! The
first place Mom and Dad took
us was inside the rotunda.
This was a hard • word for
Chloe and me, hut Dad
explained the rotunda was the
inside area under the Capitols dome. In the rotunda
were five statues of famous
Kentuckians. Can you guess
them? Here's a clue: There
was a president, a vice president, a senator, a Civil War
hero and Kentucky's frontier
surgeon. Chloe and I wanted
to pay our respect to these
legends by barking. When we
opened our mouths, we heard
the sweetest sound! We looked
for the beautiful French Poodle that had to he behind us.
hut couldn't find her. Daddy
explained there was no Poodle, that the 190- foot ceiling
of the dome made a big echo!
We asked Daddy if we could
get a rotunda at our house!
That was cool! Ooh la la!
While touring, we learned
the Capitol we were standing

in was not Kentucky's first,
The -Old Capitol" as it is
now called was located right
down the street and was the
home to Kentucky's government from 1830 to 1908. I
was confused. I had read that
Frankfort was named the capital of Kentucky in .1793, just
a year after Colonel Isaac
Shelby was named Kentucky's
first governor. Where did the
government officials meet from
1793 to 1830? Mommy
explained there were previous
Capitol buildings. When Kentucky' became the 15th state
in 1792. it had only nine counties. The first Capitol was a
log cabin and was located in
Lexington. When the government was formed, there were
five
representatives
who
thought Frankfort would be a
more
convenient
capital
because of its location on the
Kentucky River. That was more
than 200 years ago. Now we
have a beautiful Capitol building and 120 counties!
We wished we could have
had more time in Frankfort.
I wanted to pass the "No
More Serving Hot Dogs in
School Cafeterias" Bill as well
as make the wiener dog the
official state animal, but my
Scooby watch and the floral
clock said it was getting late,
time for dinner. Chloe and I
begged, barked and wagged our
tails pleading with Mom and
Dad to take us to the Governor's Mansion. We - wanted
to say hello to Governor and
Mrs. Fletcher, as well as their
dog Abby. Mommy said it
was not polite to arrive at
someone's house without calling, especially at dinner, but
she and Dad did agree to
drive us . by the Mansion so
we could bark and wave. Like
the Capitol, the Governor's
Mansion was beautiful and
had so much history. It had
been the home to 23 Kentucky governors since 1914.
We wondered how many other
puppy dogs. besides Abby, had
lived there. While driving by
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•Chrsitams Stockings
& Pillows
* Holiday Toland Flags
* And More!!!

Hwy.94 West• 435-4770
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5;
Open Sun. 1-5

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog,
and his family crisscross the Bluegrass State
in search of the best place. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday
for this 10-part serial story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher.

A
704 Capitol Avenue, we talked the whole U.S.!
Paducah,
about what a great time we Pikeville, Bowling Green and
had visiting the Fletchers in Maysville, (just to name a
their home just a few months few) had all been great, but
earlier at the first annual Com- was Frankfort the best place
monwealth of Kentucky East- in Kentucky? I just couldn't
er Egg Roll. They were so decide. Thankfully, we had
nice to my family. It was easy other places to visit that would
to see Governor and Mrs. help make our decision.
Fletcher loved puppy dogs and
All of this history has made
the people of Kentucky.
me hungry. So, here I am in
While in Frankfort, Chloe the Woody Bus asking the same
and I had learned so much question I ask every night.
about Kentucky or "Kaintuc- "What's for dinner?" Don't be
kee" as the pioneers once called surprised if you see Chloe and
it. In fact, before Kentucky me sniffing around in your
became a state, it was part backyard.
of Virginia. To think I was
So, stay alert, keep readalmost "Woody. The Virginia ing and work and dream like
Wiener." Hmmm... Just does- a Big Dog!
IMO
n't have the same ring to it:
I was so thankful for many
Thanks to our sponsors who
things, especially that I was make this possible.
a native of the best state in
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Spooky Southwest

Students in Mrs. Yvonna Hooper s 4th grade class
at Southwest Elementary enjoyed a visit with Ms.
Frizzell from the Magic School Bus at their
Halloween party. Students pictured are Justin
Murdock. Parker Adams and Dain Satterwhite.
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

Pannunzio hoping for healthy team
Murray State sets sights on Austin Peay to conclude home season
By. SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Murray State's injury situation has been
a microcosm of its 2005 season.
Partly due to a series of ailments to
various starters, the Racers (1-8, 0-6 OVC)
have never gotten on track this fall.
MSU was without key personnel again.
last weekend, facing rival Eastern Kenlucky minus sevens starters. As a result,
the depleted Racers were hammered for
the second consecutive week, falling to
the Colonels 43-7 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
, The loss marked Murray State's seventh in a row — the longest such streak
'since Don Shelton's 1966 Racers finished
the season 0-10.
Head coach Joe Pannunzio hopes the
healthy return of several of those key
:players will help his sixth Racer team

•••11•1111

close out the season on a winning note,
beginning with Saturday's non-conference
battle with Austin Peay.
"It's tough going into a game like
(Eastern Kentucky) knowing that you don't
have enough bullets in your gun," said
Pannunzio. "Having seven starters missing makes it difficult. I thought our kids
played hard, but we just weren't good
enough to play through that."
Minus starting quarterback ken Topps,
leading rusher Chad "Tank" Cook and
emerging wide receiver Jonathan Eiland,
the Murray offense barely put up a fight
against the rival Colonels, managing 334
total yards and only seven points — a
22-yard touchdown pass from backup QB
Ryne Salyer to wideout Maurice Marchman early in the fourth quarter of a contest that had long since been decided.
Topps, who has played just two full

games this season and hasn't played since
a 35-28 loss to league leer Eastern Illinois on Oct. 22, is expected to be back
for the Austin Peay game, as well as
Cook. The Racers, however, could be
without starting linebacker Patrick Schultz.
who suffered an ankle injury against EKU.
"This week, we've just got to take
care of ourselves," Pannunzio explained.
"We've been going into battles with a
water gun. That's what's been the most
frustrating thing.
-Saturday is Senior Day. For a lot of
these kids, this will he the last time they
play in Stewart Stadium. So that's a big motivation for us."
Murray will be facing an APSU squad
that has also fallen on hard times of late.
MICHAEL DANN'Ledger & Times Photo
The Governors, who fell to St. Joseph's Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio talks Racer
(mnd.) 42-12 in their homecoming game
fullback Matt Webber and quaterback Ryne Salyer durII See RACERS Page 2B
ing a timeout Saturday against Eastern Kentucky.

INDIANAPOLIS 40, NEW ENGLAND 21

1

Perfect Command
FOXBOROUGH. Mass.
(AP) — The question of when
Peyton Manning would win
his first road game aIainst
the New England Patriots has
been answered. Now, he and
his Indianapolis Colts face a
more pleasant one:
When — if ever — will
they lose their first game this
season?
It didn't happen against
the two-time defending Super
Bowl champs Monday night
when the Colts dominated in
a 40-21 victory. Manning
threw three 'touchdown passes, Marvin Harrison and Reggie Wayne each had more
than 100 yards receiving and
Edgerrin James gained 104
yards on 34 carries.
So Manning is 1-7 in
Foxborough, the Colts are 80 this season and Miami's
status as the last team to have
an unbeaten season, 17-0 in
1972, remains in jeopardy.
"It seems like a long way
Manning Said. —Were
not talking about that. We're
talking about winning the AFC
South."
Perhaps it's time to change
the subject now that the Colts
lead second-place Jacksonville
by three games and have five
of their remaining eight at
home.
Maybe it's time to describe
the Colts the way the Patriots have been portrayed in
winning three of the last four
Super Bowls — as a complete team with a potent
offense and a very stingy
defense.
AP Photo
"They showed why they're
pretty much the best team in Indianapolis quarterback Peyton Manning pumps his fist after completing a
linebacker touchdown pass to Marvin Harrison on their opening drive against the New
league,the
Rosevelt Colvin said after the England Patriots in Foxborough, Mass., Monday night.
Patriots (4-4) allowed at least
"These guys are tough up - comments. Tom Brady made last eight games are against
40 points for the second time
statement after throw- teams with losing records.
this season. "It's pitiful. It's here," Manning said. "We saw a brief
now,,
ing
for
265 yards and three
is
but
what
their
record
Only two of the Colts' first
embarrassing."
they've been beat up before touchdowns, but took no ques- eight opponents had winning
The Colts scored on seven
and beaten us. I kind of throw tions after his first loss to records, and beating the Patriof their nine possessions, held
the records out the window." Indianapolis in seven career ots on the road loomed as
the Patriots to 34 yards rushtheir toughest challenge so
The Patriots lead the weak games.
ing and recovered a fumble
far. Their last five wins have
smiled.
Neither
haven't
won
AFC
East,
but
drive.
that began a touchdown
games. And
consecutive
"I'll make it short and been by at least 17 points.
In the stadium where their
they're not taking their medi- sweet," Brady said. "We got
But five of their remainlast two seasons ended with ocrity well.
ing eight games are against
our butts kicked."
playoff losses, they reached
Coach Bill Belichick was
At least , the Patriots are winning teams, including divithe midpoint of this season
reticent
and
more
stone-faced
done with the toughest part sion leaders Cincinnati and
by beating a banged-up but
postgame
usual
during
his
than
of
their schedule: six of their Seattle.
still competitive team.

Oakland's Street,
Philadelphia's Howard
are rookies of the year
OAKLAND. Calif. (API Huston Street has been receiN ing congratulations around his
hometown in Texas for close
to a week.
He kept telling everybod
— most politely, of course —
the gestures were premature.
knowing the letdown would be
huge if he didn't get chosen
American League Rookie of

Street, Howard
named top rookies
Huston Street became the second
consecutive AL Rookie of the
Year from the Oakland Athletics
and Philadelphia Phillies first
baseman Ryan Howard won the
NL award Monday.
Huston Street
Oakland As

It's official now.
IMINIIIMMIS.
1.72
ERA
Street, who took over the
closer job for the Oakland Ath41.8161.11.
72
SO
•
letics in May. earned 15 of 28
Became closer when Octavio Dotel
first-place votes in balloting
went on disabled list in May and saved
by the. Baseball Writers' Asso23 of his 27 chances, taking over the
ciation of America. Philadeltitle from teammate Bobby Crosby.
phia Phillies first baseman Ryan
Top AL vote-getters
Howard won the NL award
1st 2nd 3rd Total
Monday after getting called up
97
15
6
4
Street
twice from Triple-A last sea4 10
7
57
R. Cane
5
39
J. Gomes
2
8
son.
In Austin, the hype surRyan Howard
rounding Street's standout rookPhiladelphia Phillies
ie season has been significant
First Base
— just as it was throughout
—his college career for Texas.
567
SLO
His father, James, was a footIMINIMMO
ball and baseball star for the
63
RBI
schogl and led the Longhorns
Hit 11 of his 22 homers and batted
292 dunng the final four weeks of
to a national title in football
the season helping Phillies come
in 1969.
within one game of a wild-card
Street, a 22-year-old rightberth
hander, is the second A's playTop NL vote-getters
er in as many years to win
1st 2nd 3rd Total
19
3 5 109
the award, following in the
Howard
78
7 11 10
W Taveras
footsteps of shortstop Bobby
2 14 8
60
J Francoeur
Crosby. Street earned a spot
on the opening day roster after
AP
Chad Bradford's troublesome
back required surgery, then got "Sometimes you've got to get
promoted to closer when lucky, too. When the phone
Octavio Dotel went down with rings. I immediately want to
a season-ending elbow injury get in the game."
For Howard, the final phone
May 20.
Street went 5-1 with 23 call bringing him up from the
saves in 27 chances and a 1.72 minors for good came July 1.
ERA — second among AL He replaced injured star Jim
closers behind New York's Mar- Thome at first base and led
iano Rivera. one of the. pitch- all rookies with 22 home runs.
ers Street most admires. Behind Howard received 19 of 32 firstStreet in voting was New York place votes and 109 points to
baseman beat out Astros outfielder Willy
second
Yankees
Robinson Cano with 57 points. Taveras, who got 78 points.
followed by Tampa Bay des- Atlanta right fielder Jeff Franignated hitter Jonny Gornes with coeur was third with 60.
Howard's success might
39.
things hard on the Phillies
make
wish
the
"I would never
as
they
plan for 2006: Will he
injuries to Bradford and Dote!,
again or perhaps
be
the
starter
that
injuries
but apse are the
Will they try
change
positions?
opened the door for me," Street
ways
with
a healthy
to
part
the
Bay
said in a brief visit to
Thome?
Area for a baseball card show.

Brooks: Calls wrong, but no use brooding about it
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AP Photo

UK's Glen Holt Is ruled out of bounds on this catch
in the second quarter against Auburn at Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington Saturday. Defending is
Auburn's Montavis Pitts (19). After its best offensive
performance of the football season, albeit in a loss
to Auburn, Kentucky has high hopes entering Saturday's game at Vanderbilt, a team fighting for a rare
bowl trip.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)
— Kentucky football coach
Rich Brooks said Monday
he's sent a report in to the
Southeastern Conference
regarding what he believes
was poor officiating during the Wildcats' 49-27 loss
to Auburn on Saturday.
But Brooks expressed
doubt that the league would
do anything to rectify the
situation and said he'd be
better off focusing his concentration on Kentucky's
game this Saturday at Vanderbilt (4-5, 2-4 SEC).
make my call and
get some explanation,"
Brooks said during his
weekly news conference.
"But all I'm going to do

is expend needless energy
on something I can't do
anything about.
"They were some bad
calls, pure and simple. You
move on. The'y aren't going
to change them."
Three calls, each of
which went against the
Wildcats, resulted in two
first-half touchdowns for
heavily favored Auburn and
wiped out a Kentucky
touchdown on a series in
which the Wildcats (2-6,
1-4) eventually settled for
a field goal.
Brooks said the calls
didn't cost Kentucky the
game but that "it would have
been a lot more interesting game. and you never

know what can happen."
SEC director of officials
Bobby Gaston and league
spokesman Charles Bloom
didn't return phone calls
from The Associated Press
on Monday seeking comment.
Auburn's first touchdown, which tied the game
at 7-7, came one play after
Auburn
officials ruled
receiver Ben Obomanu was
down and didn't fumble
after catching a pass at the
Kentucky 9. Side judge
Stanley Dixon apparently
blew the play dead, although
the other officials continued with the play, during
which Kentucky's Bo Smith
returned the fumble.

Barnhart: Brooks will return
for fourth year at Kentucky
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky ,
football coach Rich Brooks will be back
next season to lead the Wildcats' struggling program. the school's athletict
director said Tuesday.
Athletics director Mitch Barnhart told;
Lexington radio station WLAP that Brooks
would be retained. Barnhart was sched,-,
uled to speak to the media later in dia:
morning.
Brooks, in the third year of a fiveyear contract as head coach, has an 823 record, including 3-18 in the Southeastern Conference. The Wildcats are 26 this season, 1-4 in the SEC with games
remaining against Vanderbilt. Georgia
and Tennessee.
When asked Monday if he had been
told he would be back next season,
Brooks said, 'No."
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Pearl debuts
'controlled
chaos'at
Tennessee

The Murray Youth Swim Team competed In the 'Vette City "Spooktacular" swim
meet in Bowling Green Oct. 29-30. All of the team's swimmers improved their
times. Thomas Canning and Daniel McGee paced the team by meeting qualifying
time standards that made them eligible for the Kentucky State "A" Championships
in March. Team members pictured include Coach Pat Wathen, Kaleigh Rogers,
Robbie Canning, Hugh Paschal, Charles Costello, Thomas Canning, Daniel McGee,
Courtney Martin, Etta Danielson, Shelby Hall. Nicole McGee, Abby Gibson, Neely
Gibson and Mathew Canning. Not pictured is Trent Lyons.

NBA ROUNDUP

Heated finish: Wade shows
'Flash' in final seconds

SCOREBOART
•opossonfrng

Haverstock
Insurance Agency

State Auto
inauranc•

Nobody can protect your AUTO
KNOXVILLE. Fenn. (AP)
any better than we can!
— New Tennessee coach Bruce
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
Pearl calls his style of play "conir Haverstock
trolled chaos."
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
He will introduce this up
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
National Football League Standings
tempo, pressing scheme using
East
All Times EST
L T Pct
W
most of the same players —
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
6 2 0 750
N Y Giants
East
minus two top scorers — who
0 625
3
5
Washington
L T Pct
W
won only six Southeastern Con5 3 0 625
Dallas
4 4 0 500
New England
4 4 0 500
Philadelphia
ference games a year ago under
3 5 0 375
Buffalo
South
3 5 0 375
Miami
Buzz Peterson.
L T Pct
W
2 6 0 250
N sr Jets
The Volunteers have a tough
6 2 0 750
Atlanta
South
6 2 0 750
Carolina
W L I Pe
schedule that includes trips to
5 3 0 625
Tampa Bay
8 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
.Texas and Oklahoma State as
2 7' 0 222
New Orleans
5 3 0 625
Jacksonville
they strive to reach the NCAA
North
2 7 0 222
Tennessee
Pet
7 0 125
1
tournament for the first time
Houston
625
5 3
Chicago
North
since 2001.
375
3 5
Minnesota
Pet
375
"I just think that before you
3 5
Detroit
Cincinnati
7 2 0 778
125
7
1
Green Bay
6 2 0 750
Pittsburgh
can be the best you have to
West
3 5 0 375
Cleveland
beat the best." Pearl said. -We
Pct
2 6 0 250
Baltimore
750
6 2
are just •trying to get the proSeattle
West
4 4
500
Si.Louis
L T Pct
gram to a different- level."
250
2 6
Arizona
6 2 , 0 750
Denver
The Vols open the season
250
0
6
2
San Francisco
5 3 0 625
Kansas City
East
against
18
at home Nov.
5 4 0 556
San Diego
3 5 0 375
Oakland
Tennessee State.
Sunday, Nov. 13
The Tennessee program is
Anzona arDetroit Noon
Sunday's Games
HOuStOP at Indianapolis. Noon
already familiar with chaos.
Atlanta 17, Miami 10
San Francisco at Chicago. Noon
San Diego 31, N.Y. Jets 26
Pearl is the Vols' fourth coach
England at Miami. Noon
New
Kansas City 27. Oakland 23
in the past 10 years.
Minnesota at N Y Giants. Noon
Jacksonville 21. Houston 14
Kansas City at &Alai°, Noon
He was picked to lead TenCincinnati 21. Baltimore 9
Baltimore at Jacksonville, Noon
Minnesota 27. Detroit 14
nessee after his Wisconsin-MilDenver at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Cleveland 20, Tennessee 14
waukee team beat Boston ColN.Y. Jets at Carolina, 3:05 p.m.
Carolina 34, Tampa Bay 14
St Louis at Seas*, 3:15 p.m.
lege and Alabama to reach the
Seattle 33. Anzona 19
Green Bay at Atlanta. 3:15 p.m.
Chicago 20, New Orleans 17
round of 16 in last year's
Washington at Tampa Bay, 3:15 p.m
N V Giants 24, San Francisco 6
NCAA tournament.
Cleveland at Pittsburgh, 7130 p.m_
Pittsburgh 20, Green Bay 10
Open Cincinnati. San Diego, New
Washington 17. Philadelphia 10
"For the players, it's not so
Orleans. Tennessee
Open: Buffalo. Denver Dallas. St
much better but it's different.
Monday, Nov. 14
Louis
They're excited, perhaps, by
Dallas at Philadelphia. 8 p m
Monday's Game
Indianapolis 40 New England 21
the change of pace. They're
excited, perhaps, to see a UW
Milwaukee team that overachieved." Pearl said.
Pearl brings plenty of enthu•A special called meeting of the Murray Fast-Pitch Club will be held
siasm. He donned a puffy Sumo
wrestling outfit during Big tonight at 6 in the high school cafeteria. The club will discuss fund-raisOrange Madness earlier this ingventures for the next year.
month, knocked down his com11 The Calloway County Middle- School eighth grade girls basketball
- petitor-a-Strafint---artdi'utripcd
team opened its regular season with a 30-27 win at Benton Middle
on him.
School last night. Seventh grader Averee Fields led CCMS with 22
He's trying to get students • points and nine rebounds. Ellen Robinson. Haley McCuiston. Allison
more involved. Pearl had all . Jones and Emily Chrisman each had two points a piece for the Lady
the chairs behind one basket
Lakers.
removed for students to stand
and cheer.
One of his goals is to make
Tennessee's series with KenAPSU since the 1997 season,
tucky a rivalry again, but that From Page 1B
when they blasted the Goys
a
to
stumbled
have
Saturday,
last
'The.
rime.
some
Vats
may take
on homecoming at MSU:
51-0
have lost 'eight in a row to 2-8 record this season, having
defeated only NAIA foe Murray holds a 27-12 advanthe Wildcats.
and tage in the all-time series,
College
Tennessee has been picked Cumberland
including a six-game winning
by media to finish fifth out of Division I-AA Valparaiso.
streak. The Racers are 16-3
Three
in
8-24
just
Peay —
six teams in the SEC East diviseasons under head coach Car- lifetime against Peay in games
sion.
played in Murray.
The. WK.:tit:gin the _season_ roll...Ms:Cray — is preparing
Following Saturday's 3 p.m.
with 10 scholarship players. to re-join the Ohio Valley Concontest, MSU will close out
proits
dropping
after
ference
substito
have
will
and Pearl
the season on Nov. 17 at rival
tute often with the fast-paced gram to the non-scholarship
level following the 1996 sea- Tennessee-Martin. The Racers
style.
have a sizable winning
Tennessee is missing . four son. The Goys — OVC mem- also
against UTM, having
scholarship • players after the bers in all other sports — cur- streak
the Skyhawks 12
defeated
FootPioneer
the
in
dismissal of Jemere Hendrix rently play
times. However,a resurafter he 'and Andre Patterson ball League, but will return to straight
gent Martin squad. under the
had a run-in on campus with the conference in 2007.
"Austin Peay coming back difection of third-year head
a football player.
is good for our league and coach Matt Griffin, have postgood for football,- noted Pan- ed a 5-4 overall record and a
nunzio. "They saw the impor- 3-3 conference mark so far in
tance of what scholar-Ship foot- 2005.
With a game at Eastern Kenball can mean to a university.
on Saturday, the Skytucky
too,
us.
for
good
"It's
because
Austin Peay is a rivalry for hawks could be playing for
us. I never fully understood their first winning record in
our rivalry with Austin Peay several seasons when they take
until I attended a basketball on the Racers a week from
game • over there. It's very Thursday. In trying to keep its
intense in basketball, and I winning streak alive against
expect that it will be in foot- UTM., Murray will also try to
avoid going winless in OVC
ball."
play for the first time since
played
haven't
The Racers
1966.

SportsBriefs

Photo

Miami's Dwyane Wade. lett, who scored 23 points, is guarded by New Jersey's
Vince Carter Monday in Miami.
By The Associated Press
ing to
1 /W).111C VlvdtIC
do es cry thing he can to help
ithout
the Nliami .1Ie5it w in
Shaquille O'Neal.
Wade made a free throw
will, 5.2 seconds left and
blocked a potential winning
lay p at the buzzer to give the
911-R9 u in over the
Ileat
New Icisey Nets on N1onday
night
"It wt. lust a %CI!. good Ain,!leaf k ,!actt Stan Van Ciund-y
',aid • ).‘,.• need es et thing We
olt gel right

\limn' used .a
Ii lit

C11-Mall
ii .iiitf iuiil)Iil\ cc' to 1 - 1

1111,0t the mimed E Neal.
pc,fed hi tills', tviii to
1. Ck •
tout sk :
vk ith a sprained
ankle
1 In die !mai play. Carter
dio\
tov, aid the basket
but had hi., .11,1 slapped aw a‘
hy
adelieIiiiig
`slourinib2 pi•lekf the Inn
11,1‘111t2 he didn't pull
up and sfh.,•1 .1 iiiitper. bek ause
be was
\1•41111illy s,iist ..1
111111' to the
allied 111111 I.
hole. so I did ji, hk-st 1 ,oklid.
I iti.t
.11111 11110 ibe
air. The. ..•1114.1 hiss' kaIled a
I didn't think it kk-as
foul
a foul. kit thiib2, went our
1111, 05 .:111111.;

Cartel th•niOn a it
should
base heen ailed
"Theie is as a lot 01 L otitaLl

lirer
Clean
Your
Cr-utters
Again!

on that play .aid Carter. who his return to Minnesota since
was 14-of- 2 1 I rum the floor the August trade that sent him
and finished w ith a g.ame-high to California for Marko Jane.
12 points. -At least two guys The Clippers became the last
Western Conference team to
hit me....
In other NBA games. it Was: lose after a 3-0 start — their
Clek eland 1115, "Foronto 93: best since 1985.
Jazz 95, Bobcats 91, OT
Minnesota 93. Los Angetes
At. Charlotte, N.C.. Mehmet
Clippers. 78: Utah 95. CharTone 91 in-OT:-and San Anto- Okur scored seven of his careerhigh 31 points in overtime,
nio 104. Chicago 95 in OT.
Cavaliers 105, Raptors 93 and Utah heat- the Bobcats..
Andrei Kirilenko added 20
At -Toronto. LeBron James
had 27 points Iii lead Cleve- points and eight rebounds for
land user the winless Raptors. the Jazz, who recovered after
Larry. [Welles added 16 blowing a I4-point third-quarpoints for die ('as alters. ss ho ter lead.
Primo/ Brezec, Sean May
sidsaged. ttre last game of their
and Jumaine 'Jones scored 13
three-game road trip.
Chris Bosh had 26 points points, and Emeka Okafor added
and 12 rebounds for the Rap- 12 points and 11 rebounds for
tors, %Out are 1/-4 lor the first the, Bobcats, who were trying
to win three in a row for the
time in franchise histol
first time in franchise history.
limbenvolves 93,
Spurs 104, Bulls 95, OT
Clippers 78
At Chicago. Tim Duncan
Al Stinneapolis. Ke% in Garnett had 22 points. 11 rebounds finished with 24 points and 16
.and eight assists to lead the Tim-. rebounds. and Ton) Parker
scored eight ,of his 22 in overher% vev.
Garnett. who »as facing for- time to lead San Antonio past
mer teammate Sam Cassell for the Bulls.
Parker was 6-of-14 from the
the second time in three nights.
made up for Saturday's 10°- field and 10-01-12 from the
99 okertime loss. lie had missed line and finished with nine
a fump shot in the lane in the assists as the Spurs rebounded front a 103-84 loss at Dalclosing seconds of ovenime..
Elton Brand had 26 points las on Saturday.
Duncan also blocked six
and eight rebounds • to overgking him 1.505 rejecshadow ('assell, w ho had II shots
points on .3-tor-10 shooting in tions for his career.
Tied at 91 after regulation.
the Spurs outscored Chicago 134 in overtime.
Lleng led the Bulls with 19
points. and Ben Gordon finished
ith 14 after missing six of
his first seN en shots.
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AP Photo

Tennessee coach Bruce
Pearl yells to his team
during a scrimmage on
Friday. Oct. 28 in Knoxville,
Tenn. Pearl was hired this
spring to replace the fired
Buzz Peterson.
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The latest in gutter protection
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Seamlees Gutter Company
We offer a 5 year workmanship warranty and
a lifetime materials warranty.
5". 6" and 8" Gutter Systems
270-753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 N. holurrcsy

Jason Reed,
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
certified & !fluffed

View Our
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Pfeiffer, Jones named to
All-OVC Tournament Team
Special To The Ledger
Senior midfielder Lisa Pfeiffer and junior goalkeeper
Heather Jones were named to
the All-O'Reilly's Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament Team.
Pfeiffer scored a goal in the
Racers' opening-round game
against Austin Peay and had a
penalty-kick score in MSU's
shootout loss to top seed Samford in the semifinals.
Jones scored shutouts in both
of her tournament games in
goal. turning away three saves
in 90 minutes against Austin
Peay and making four stops

Pete Rose Jr.
pleads guilty
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Pete Rose Jr., the son of
baseball's all-time hits leader,
pleaded guilty Monday to
charges that he distributed
GBL. a drug sometimes sold
as a steroid alternative. to
his minor league teammates.

in 110 minutes against Samford.
Other players named to the
2005 All-OVC Tournament
Team were MVP Sharon Yong,
Rebecca Mock, Heather Birdsell and Cayley Winters. all of
Samford; Sharyne Carroll, Kathleen Hayes and Lee Ann Langsfeld, all of Eastern Illinois: and
Megan Hejlek and Em n Hartman of Southeast Missouri
State.
MOAT'S UMEUP SPORSORED BY:

Lindy Suitor
*sir lorixtyrkaa Acerf
new:wc•
To taw m
cmtoct ta101:1135'
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Male ft.• 75341142

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
Mss at Marshall
ESPN2
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
OLN — Boston at Philadelphia
TENNIS
11 p.m.
ESPN2 — WTA Tour, WTA Tour
Championships, round robin. at Los
Angeles (same-day tape)

-.Southern
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Murray Ledger A Times FM Homing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
•

,

,equeste4.14,

All real estate advertned lwrein is subiett to the Federal Fair
Housing Act winch makes it illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disi:runmation bared on ram. coloc relic's. handicap, familial status or national Lawn, or
intention to make an suds preferences. limitations or discnmuution.
Stale laws forbid disimmusation in the sale, rental or advertisang of real estate based on fadors us addition to Mose protected under federal law
We will knossingh accept on adeerhsailt for real estate
winds is not in violation at die law Alt persons air hereby
informed that all dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportune basis
Kir further as,istance with Fair
Honsmg Advemsmg requirements,
writer/ NA A r .iuniel Rene P %lam,

me an nste•

ads Ca arry Of(CM Upper L00911, &
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DEADLINES
liondey

Fn. It am.

Tussdey

Mon 11 am

Wedneadey

Mon. 5 p.m

Thursday

Wed.11 a.m.

Friday

Wet S p.m.

Saturday

Thor 11 am.

LENOMPI

ad&

Ls
010

Legal Matka

0211
COO
040
080
0110
070
080
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
140
165
ISO

Psroonols
Rnmeraml
Roommate Worded
Loot And Found
16d
Nallp
Poslass Waraid
Otositalk I Cliadcare
Ouslitsta Opportunity
Eidainlos
Compilers
Appliono• Pans
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Applionoss
Mom Funkakinge
Antiques
Lam, & Garden

1110
115
200
210
220
200
270
210
300
lee
320
330
340
300
370
350
300
410
425

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
MO
485
4110
4115
500
510
520
530
560
570

Fame Imapatont
Marry Spelponsie
SP0111 10111imoms
Fannand
WNW
OM* Nemo Lots For Sam
IMAM,Mama For Sae
Edda liemas For Rent
11188118 Nimo Lots For Rent
Ihminams Masnala
Apalaimmis For Rua
We...For Rae
Rousso Far Rua
Storms Roalmla
Commonad Property
PMs & Supplies
Lemotock I Supplies
Public Mkt
Land For Rant or Lams

Rid EMI,
UM Property
Lots For Sas
1.04 For Rent
Fanns For Sala
Acreage
If.... For Ws
Motorcycles IL ATV s
Auto Pons
Spoil IMMO Vehicles
Uord Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campion
Boats & Motors
Services Orkired
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

‘i

$8.00 Column Inch, WY, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
r• I hit, l'o,
VI 3 4i/...kla..t Thoi
S3.25 per column inch extra for Monday ISho..ing (.,uide)
1 I `s. I

I i •

$8.25 Find Day - 20 words OF less
Over 2P words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutise Days: sit per word per das
j325 es, o l• .• ',hopper(Mon is lasso tied,ge int.. -"herring& ri
53.00 extra tor blind bid'. ads
!,i1Shel n.•

\\I kis!!

\l

\ 1 I \ I l< \

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
010
Legal
Notice

Murray State 1.:IR er,ity. is accepting
bids for the following:
CC-131F-05 ADA Renovations to Regents
and White Restrooms Opening November
29, 2005 at 2:00 P.M.
Project consists of the renovation of the 1st
Floor Lobby men and women's restrooms in
Regents & White College in order to make
them conipliant with ADA requirements.
To he opened above dates and times in
Procurement Services, General Services
Building, Murray State University located on Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
42071. Forms may be obtained IV calling
Murray State University Procurement
Services at 1270) 762-4099.

Open Bid
Murray Calloway Transit Authority is
now accepting bids for purchase of three
mini-vans. V6, 7 passenger, 4 Speed
Automatic, No color preference
Opening Bids will be accepted on Date:
Tuesday November 8th at Time 1:00p.m.,
closing -will be November 15th at
1:00p.m.(8 days) The address of Murray
47Etiisavv-ety To urtoMit Atathoray is 607 PoplarSt. Suite B Murray. KY 42071. You will
need to call to schedule an appointment
or for more information 753-9725.
PCBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will
hold a public hearing on Tuesday,
November 15, 2005 at 5:00 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall located at
104 N. 5th Street to review amendments
to the Zoning Ordinance, Section III,

140

I=1Help Wanted

IntWanled

SUPERVISOR
Murray, Kentucky division of Dean Foods
Company has an opportunity for a supervisor.
Excellent benefits and compensation package.
The successful candidate will be responsible
for establishing standards; measuring results
against standards; making necessary adjustments. Verifying and identifying quality and
condition of items, directing the workforce,
and maintaining a safe and clean environment.
The successful candidate will have at least 3-5
years supervisory experience in a manufacturing environment. Supervisory' experience in a
food processing manufacturing environment
preferable. Resume, including salary history,
and salary requirements should be sent to:
Morningstar Foods
P.O. Box 1175
Murray. KY 42071
Attention: Human Resources Department
Dean Foods is an Affirmative Action/
Opportunity employer, M/F/DN

Adecco
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

We Will be- -at -the MUll el,. Unemptoymenr
Office on the foTiOT.ving dates: 11/9, 11/16,
11/22, and 11/30 accepting applications for 1st,
2nd and 3rd shift temporary positions. To be
considered, please bring in two forms of identification -one that will establish your identity
and one that will establish yotir right to work in
this country.
If you have any questions, please cull
1-800-403-9970.
EOE • M/F/D/V

Article 1.. Sign Regulations.
All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department-of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0330.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Candace Dowdy
City Planner

tioniclers
(\
ftii0
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
-Now hiring pert-time & full-time managers.
We offer..
*Flexible hours
• Paid vacation
• Tuition Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement
Starting up to S400/wk.
Send resume to P.O. Box 7809,
Paducah. KY 42002.

Happy Birthday
Warehouse Utility Position
She
tides a
Harley
and
goes by
"Nana"

Picking & Processing Orders. Receiving &
_Unloading. Inventory Maintenance. Forklift
Experience, Valid driver's License. Light to
Moderate Lifting. Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &
benefits!
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Ahno, KY 42020
060

Happy 50th Becky Gore
Lost arid Found
ARTIFICIAL nails at a
price you can afford!
Acrylics starting at $20
Fills at $12.
We also offer gels
pedicures. & manicures
Come see us at
Uppercuts Salon
1104 Story Ave
753 2887
(loCated in wood building beside Save-A-Lot)
SPAGHETTI is back at
Sandra as on Wed
293-3816

FOUND. Young black
female. mix breed.
white on neck & feet.
Kirksey area on Glover
rd. 489-288F

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST dog. Kirksey.
10/16 Small Basset
Hound, female, brown,
white, black, red collar
489-6094
Reward
Urgently needs medication

TELEMARKETER
wanted 436-5933

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Help Wanted
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Apply 109 S. 15th St.,
Murray.
earn
DANCERS
$1.000+ weekly' The
Purple Building 270759-2153,
or
270-293-2069,
1270)534-0333 after
5PM
LOOKING for a
healthy dependable
individual with flexible
schedule to assist
caretaker with the care
of an elderly disabled
person during
evenings and on
weekends in Calloway
County. Duties include
assistance with in
home daily needs, light
housekeeping meal
preparation and companionship.
Dependable transportation and reference verification
required. Salary is
negotiable. 489-2506
OPENING November
17th: Levi's Guitar Bar.
Now accepting applications for servers and
kftchen staff. Apply in
person Monday 11/7
through Friday 11/11
from 3PM-6PM. Hwy
121 South 15 miles,
301-A Cherokee Hills
Dr.

0_
irs3
Se
Mr?

aadM

DRIVERS
WE DELIVER

WHAT
EVERYONE
NEEDS!
Eagle Transport, one of
the southeast's leading
petroleum transporters.
continues to grow and
thrNe in the middle
Tennessee and southern
Kentucky region. We
have outstanding opportunities for experienced
drivers Irving in
Kentucky. When you
choose to ride with us.
you'll receive Great pay
(544-$62kNr.), No
overnights Health/dentat/life/disability insurance. with prescription
card. 401(k). night differential, free uniforms and
boots, paid vacations,
sclubereavement/holiday pay, and more!
We require at least 2
years veriest:4e TI'

experience, clean driving
record, CDL-X (HazMat
endorsement), and a
professional attitude For
more information, call
Jeff at 615-733-0100
Check us out on the web
at www eagletransportcorri.com

ES has opening to
local driver with clean
MVR and security
guard (270)362-8100
MEDICAL
EquipmentiPharmacy.
Customer service and
billing position
Computer, clerical
phone and people
skills a requirement
Call (270)762-0602 or
fax resume to
759-3614
PHONE SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills. As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers 'primarily by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office.
If you are upbeat, confident, detail-oriented,
enjoy working with people, have outstanding
phone skills and want a
career,
rewarding
please apply. We offer
excellent pay with a
bonus incentive plan
and a competitive benefit package.
Email resume to:
careers@scoreboardl.com or mail to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071.
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21 62/hr.
now hinng. For application and free government Job info. call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
24
8042,
Employment service.
service
QUALIFIED
needed.
technician
Must have experience
in dry wall, trim, vinyl
siding and finish work.
Apply in person or send
resume to: Arrowhead
Home Sales, 2003 E.
Wood St., Paris. TN
38242
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-lpm only!
1-800-578-8799
TOM'S Grille now hiring for daytime servers,
and
night cook,
cashier. Apply in per
son at 1501 N. 12th St.
753-4521
090
Domestic & Childcare
BABYSITTER needed
in my home from
2,30pm until 1200am.
Must have references.
753-9580
HOUSE cleaning and
dinner started for the
busy working women
who needs the extra
time for their families.
Call 767-1800
MINOR yard work &
housecleaning.
761-3671 Toni Albritton
Detail
MIRACLES
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned/ Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean befrtre and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc.
windows.
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914
120

EOE

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6.00PM

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

150
Articles
For Sale
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite system, DVR & HD
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-090J or
877-455-0901
HD.Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street, Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs. All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma •& Rear
Projection from JVC.
LG. RCA, Toshiba &
Zenith from 20" to 65".
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers.
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
RCA 21 cf refrigerator
$150.00. Hot point HD
Washer/Dryer $125.00.
Engine & parts Toyota
truck. Automatic transmission '88 Astro Van.
dependable $750.00
753-9867
60" Grand
SONY
Wega. Hi-Del Monitor,
LCD rear projection TV
with matching Sony
Grand Wega Stand
($450 value). Both like
owner.
One
new.
$3.600. 270-435-4478,
270-210-8488
freezer:
WALK-IN
New
8'x10'x9'.
Copeland 1HP compressor- evaporator,
$2,800. Call 1
-270-435-4147
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM
Appliances
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BURGUNDY sectional
couch with bed, cooler,
phone,
recliner.
Asking
CD/radio.
Serious
$1,000.
inquiries only.
270-853-1839
1
Firewood
SEASONED firewood
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up
(270)527-8368

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre $12.500
753-6012
2'0
Mobile limas For Soh
1996 Cnmson 16x80
3 BR 2 bath excellen
condition, delivered
set up and under
$19,900
pinned.
(270)489-2525
2 bedroom 2 bath
14x80 Carport. shed.
new carpet, and central
air Must be moved
227-3623

2005 CLOSE OUTS .
Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

VISA

.All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

JUST ANNOUNCED:
$0 down available on
repos' No money down
& save thousands' Call
2BR, central gas heat
now' 731-584-9109
central air $275 and
LAND HOME PACKup, some with new carIN
pet Coleman RE
AGES, MOVE
759-4118
TODAY All areas or
bring your deed for $0
EXTRA nice large 2BR
down' 731-584-4926
2 bath apartment
3BR
REDUCED:
Carport. recently built
mobile home and lot
all appliances. $595
$15,500. 753-6012
with one year lease
REG TAG SALE NOW
759-3772
IN PROGRESS
View
FORREST
Several quality built
Apartments 1213 N
energy efficient homes
16th St. now accepting
on close out See the
4eindar, _applications_ for _ lbr
housing
apt, basic -rent- $330/.
ARROWHEAD HOME
month Call 753-1970
SALES, INC 2003
East Wood St. Pans. Leave Message
Call
TN
38242
LARGE 3BFI located
(731)641-6900 or
across from MSU
1-877-754-6900
November
available
1st 759-5885 or
SINGLE AND DOU293-7085
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
LIKE new 1 year old I
you need - New Used
bedroom, all appliand Repo's - Call today
ances. Available Dec.
at 731-642-6447.
1. Cal: 270-435-4382
TAKE YOUR PICK LIVE Oak Apts.
Need 5 Bedrooms and
Newly Remodeled
3 Baths or how about 4
1BR $290.00
2
and
Bedrooms
2BR $34000
Baths'? Both priced in
3BR $425 00
the 550's Call
$100 deposit special
731-642-6438 today,'
Ice qualified applicants_
Office hours 8-2
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mon-Fri
Call today for appoint2 bedroom trailer
ment
stove.
Refrigerator.
753-8221
washer & driver furNEAR university. Like
nished. 6-1/2 miles
new large 2BR, C/H/A.
north on Hwy 121.
Low utilities. quiet,
731-479-2689
$420. What you've
$300
2BA
2BR,
for.
looking
been
(270)527-8808
(270)527-2284
3BR.2BA
LARGE
RED OAKS APTS.
$295 753-6012
Special
$100 Deposit
Rent
For
Lots
Mobile Home
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
LOTS for rent
Call Today!
753-9866
753-8668.

Houses For Rent
NEWLY
upgraded
charming 2BR 'IBA
lakefront house in
Shores
Panorama
C/H/A
w'd,
plus
$400/month
deposit
Available
immediately.
(310)567-9321
References required
setting
COUNTRY
north of Murray off
Hwy 80 4 bedroom. 2
baths. garage $475
month plus deposit.
-556-6868

Ell

SMALL 1BR, no pets
water paid 753-5980

1BR with all appliances
including washer and
dryer. 270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
1BR all appliances
Oaks Apts. starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances,
area. 293-6968
28R. 1BA, $290 209
S. 11th Si 3 br 1 bath901 sunny lane $450
753-3415
NICE 2BR duplex.
753-7457 or 436-6357

\

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

TO
20
REPOS
CHOOSE FROM, SINGLES /A DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today,'731-584-9430

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call 7538221.
rilBR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
•2BR. 1 Bath apt, M.
appliances, w/d. $425.
•18R, 1 bath, with
study, w/d. $350.
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
1BR near downtown
Deposit and references
required Call
270-293-8462

I

VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath. garage. C.4-1,,A.
All appliances. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
no pets. 753-2905
Rooms For Rent
CLEAN room for rent
w/full house privileges
64" Big Screen TV, w/d,
surround sound. color
TV in room Off street
parking
(888)534-6138
34
Houses For Rent
2 BR, &KA. in country. with storage buildng, no pets $375.00
437-4386
Murray.
in
2BR
Wonderful neighborhood $450 per month
deposit
plus
References required
Call 270-753-8755
2BR. IBA. storage
building 571 Kirksey
Highway. Highway
299 $375 a month
plus deposit No pets,
References required
(270)898-2340.
(270)994-3883

FOR sale 'or rent 2
bedrooms. garage &
barn on 2 acres West
area. $400 mo
435-4226
IN Hazel 4BR 26A
with large garage
Available on November
1st $750 month 1st.
last & security required
1270)492-8108
NICE brick house.
2BR. 1BA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances,
$525i'mo plus utilities
and deposit. No pets.
(270)753-2558

A&F Warehousing
. Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicle climate contrn!
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.
370
ommercial Prop.
For Sale
PARIS. TN Best loca
lion, court square. wes
side 2 story. 2,500
floor.
per
sg.ft.
(270)489-2116 leave
message
Commerical Prop. For Rent
707 South 12th Street.
South ,Center. 700.
1.000. 1.200 sq.tt
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
parking,
plenty
of
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam. great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

2BR, large lot, 711
Payne St $395/mo.
435-4602, 293-4602
3BR in Hazel. $350
month plus deposit and
lease 492-8526
38R, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision Available
$750
immediately
month. (270)435-4602,
293-4602

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
SHIH-TZU Saw paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

CLASSIFIEDS
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From Murray Take Hwy imvi 8 Miles To Howard Rd, Turn Lett Proceed South 1 Mile
To Swan Rd, Turn Rohl And Proceed West 12 Meted From lArffieid, Take Hvry
121N Pad Farmington 1 We To Beech Grove Rd, Follow Beech Grove Rd 7 Wiest

lei

lEir•2 411.csr-oms.
—
X ..
LI Trost:As. Asset lirs Ccseetiltsiwaosticsirss

Centrally Located For Murray Or Mayfield "East Of Hwy 94"
Good Productive Farmland - Fences - Lake - Barns & Morel
(*WOW and( Bon
.i. 1134 km all
, I„.
As 01
•
. ..I. yliti;
.
Three Bedrooms•Two Baths, Including
.
- A Master Suite" wi.lecuzzi & Nice Closets
Family Room • Open Dining • Great Kitchen
Wonderful
Walk In Pantry* Laundry Room
!I a
I...
i
New Tile And Hardwood Floors
i......._
Upstairs With Bonus Room Potential
Central System • New Concrete Patio
./ir j`.:) 'Likkikkaill , Small Barn - A Wonderful Setting!
4.499 ACRES - A GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS SWAN RD"
8.727 ACRE - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD"
10.155 ACRES- GREAT BUILDING SITE - A NICE POLE BARN
A CORNER TRACT "FRONTS SWAN AND BEECH GROVE RD"
12.045 ACRES - GREAT BUILDING SITE 'FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD"
20.423 ACRES WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE -FRONTS SWAN RD'

F,crrt.t1.3r,a !writ:, 15% Down With I/
1
44inimum
Deposit Of $300000 Per Tract. Balance 30 Days

JAMES R. CASH
/ E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER rj.,
'R
KY- 270-623-8466
C ''FANCY
' i r FARM.
IRG
if SELLING MACH/NE
WWW_Bae•roma rumasee lam .,eiatei3e grim
NMI

Sport Ublity Vehicles
'STRAW tor sale $2 25
r ale (day) 753-4582

1-285 acres Owne
financing
available
270)489-2116 leave
message
FOR Sale By Owner
Nebsite
www homesbyowner c
om'Murray
TWO story brick apart- Ttiettt butitmg with- 5.
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125,000
270-753-4109
270-227-1545

i

lligke Property

•

WATERFRONT prop
ertyl KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79,900
Ideal location' New to
market Wont last' Call
owner 270-924.4328

IN acre-horsefarm.3814. 3BA.
stall barn tit ith
attached indoor
arena. Must see!
I 2701489-2195

Suburban
2003
Loaded, leather seats,
46,000 miles, $26,000
Call 227-5377. Serious
calls only. please
1999 Suburban LT
100,xxx miles Double
air Heated, leather
seats. 5.7 engine. new
Michelin tires, lady dnv
en, tip top shape in
every way, 18mpg
Asking $12,000 Call
753-2041 before 9PM

AAA Handyman
plumbing,
Electrical
carpentry, decks
ceramic 8 floor tiles,
etc New, remodel 35
years
experience
Prompt, dependable
Free
estimates
(270)753-9210 anytime
AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment.
270-247-2442,
-270470-2322-

2003 Dodge Neon
red), 41 xxx miles.
$6,995
2003 Chevy Impala
(silver), 82,xxx miles
$7,695
270-753-0530
www Bluegrass
carsales corn

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches, decks sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home repair.
sagging floors, termite
8 water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

2001 Pontiac Sunftre
2-door. sunroof, CD
52,xxx miles, extra
sharp. $4,750
270-527-3278

ANDRUS Excavating
•CertItied septic
Installation
.Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343

1500
truck
1994
Wrecked vehicle, has
good Vortec 4 3 V6
transmission
Good
5500 293-3845
436-6193

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

FOR SALE BY OWNER
2011 Brookhaven Dr. • Murray

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 TEAM EXPERIENCV

1279) 226-9398
12701 492-8191
—

ASPHALT
SEALCDATING

•Cornmerciai

FEATURES:
• Locafed in city limits
• 4 bedroom, 3 full baths
• Office • Formal Dining Room
• 2 Loring Rooms • Plus Extra Lot
• 3,800 sq ft under roof
• 3,200 sq ft Irving area
• House Completely Remodeled
Call

753-1624 after 5:00 p.m.

JOH zBA I 3.4 ac in
Benton area Screened
in back porch and 2 car
_oversized garage
(270)527-3605
NEW 4 200 sq ft home
near Murray Picture
Views 10 acre farm
streams 5185.000 by
owner 270-767-0958
270-519-8570
RANCH Style House 8
10 5 acres. 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full bathS.
413x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed.'
S224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
53-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
21'2 BATt4
Screened porch
unbelievable storage
1 acre lot near town
36r 48 metal

94 Ford Hanger XLT
Loaded
excellent
72,000
mileage
$3200 OBO 436-2388

2001 with slide out
used 3 times 753-1537

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
lunk 8 tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, iunk clean up
436-2867 .

Start

removal, tnmming. etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575

Thib Place 10
Murray

Ledger & Times
(27Q)753-1916

•

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brakes, Tune-ups and
aintenance. Maim
nsinor engine repair,
Trans service &
We4ding

418-2957

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

759-1151 • 293-2783

"6-11505

293-2784
FUTRELL'S Tree

SIMMONS'S Carpentry

Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodei,
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Cali

753-7091
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
OWING 8 TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL
HEDGES TRIMMED
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

FINLEY'S Lawn Care
Service Leaf mulching
and removal 978-0922
or 489-2068

Horoscope

ITPV I lir (-Arm(-

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning .'

ce
=
oissor

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
•Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Ike, Hot Water *Parking Lot, eg Dr/VOA:1F

& Mold Reolkos
Owns
Greg Mardidd

-12M11344111,
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixtures
or
repaired
installed.
(270)978-0133 •

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270)293-0939
PRECISE
eneral & Roofing Contractors
reihode,,
replac,I,Pnt
Fs meta, Jog shingle

\ ‘‘ U1\1.. I IC
‘..t. I
to,.1
brut, Perko's'

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289

:^11. 436-:.97ke
iosier 1r:titling en...1 A hhorisl
ill st• I sp.

by Jacqueline Bigar

r

Need help
Promoting your
Bur•iness?
Call us we will be glad
to help.

270-293-1899
WILL rake leaves and
bag them at reasonable prices Call at
Russell
761-1262

Murray Ledger & Tunes

270-753-1916

[ESSENTIAL DAY SPA
"

Touch base with others. Tonight
Get together with a dear friend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•\I%is
,
'
TIll R11'1 • h(1.1LS • HA1RCARE
**** Your ability to get
•St.(i \RIM. •!1111\I( LRES AND PEDICURES
through hassles and still get the
• AIM .1 xi 111 ‘I'l •BOD1 WR 1PS •GLL NAILS
job done makes a big difference
Others admire your persistence
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
and ability to adapt. Anything
\mooed One of irneeit a'S fastest Growing Saints
could be possible. Think posiAn
tively. A change in attitude coulo
Mon.-Thurs 9-8, Fri.,4-5, Sat. 8-2
AVEDA
affect
everything.
Tonight
1107 inhnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-8760
Concept Solon
Accept an invitation out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your ability to verbalize
the same concept in many different ways could make all the difference. You'll get your message
across. Be ready to put in extra
time in order to make an idea a
reality. Tonight: Get into a new
project.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
We Service All Brands'
**** You have a way of stat212 East Main St. • 753-1586
ing issues that others might not
be able to grasp. Learn to be
The Stars Show the Kind of more precise in your communications. Learn to get past power
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
plays, though you don't neces4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; sarily have to change your mind.
_
1 -Difficult
..,..
Tonight: Enjoy ,the evening.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
'
21)
**sr_ yokT7approacb-a--14d— - - -Situation differently, you are likeopenness on your part allows life
ly to get a different response. to feet renewed. You have a lot
President E King Alexander
Break out of the mold and past going on, but you make headand the Murray State University
your normal thinking, and you'll way because of your attitude.
finally find agreement and solu- Your sixth sense will guide you.
community cordially invite you
tions. Slow down as the day gets Tonight: A lazy night.
older. Tonight: You need some CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
to attend a presentation by
downtime.
*** If you revise your thinking,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
you will see life differently. Open
••• You are in the limelight, up to a new beginning. You
and others seem to respond to might need to employ a more
your ideas. In fact, someone is creative touch with your financial
THE TURKISH AMBASSADOR
finally going to revise his or her patterns. An investment near
thinking so he or she can under- water might be very good.
TO 'THE UNITED NATIONS
stand where you are coming Tonight: Find your pals.
from. Now you might be able to AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
FRIDAY, Nov. 11, 2005
move on a project. Tonight: Join ***** You have a way of disfriends.
arming others that you might not
FROM 2 TO 3 P.M.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
be too conscious of. Perhaps
***** Others finally adapt, that lack of awareness is why
WRATHER AUDITORIUM
relax and can open their eyes. this ability works so well. Rethink
You will see life much differently a meeting or get-together.
Ambassador Illcin's presentation will
as a result, and so will those you Tonight: Gather your bills.
deal with. Open up to. possibili- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
focus on the current reform effort at the
ties. You might need to take a *** You find that a boss
United Nations and Turkey's accession
stronger position than usual. changes his or her attitude. At
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
the same time. you might need
talks with the European Union.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
to revise your thinking on a proj***** You need to work with
ect. Go within and think through
others more and bend in their your attitude. What you do will
direction. You will find that a dif- make a difference. Tonight: Nap
ferent approach will work much and then decide.
better. especially if you are workKentucky's
4.,
ing with a team player. Step back BORN TODAY
Public Ivy University'W
and think before making any Musician Tom Fogerty (1941),
strong decisions. Tonight: Rent a astronomer Carl Sagan (1934),
Equal Mu(anon and emplorment opp,rtuntnes MiF a RA ernithn,r
movie or relax to music.
actress Hedy Lamarr (1913)
•••
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others respond to your Jacqueline Bigar is on the
creative ideas. You can be an Internet at http://www.lacqueenormous source of solutions. linebigarcom.
ciumor and perspective. You are (c) 2005 by King Features
quite capable of turning situa- Syndicate Inc.
tions around. Use this skill.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

AMBASSADOR BAKI ILKII•1

Accepting New Patients
IA

Ear, Nose & Throat
or Murray

Ail work guaranteed
ROBY Al/TRY

CALLOWAY
Trash
Service
761-3740.
293-4045

teal mulching &
removal, shrub &

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2005:
You might revise your thinking
about your finances. You also
have a greater potential to make
more money because of your
creativity and imagination. You
might take a course in accounting or financial planning, which
could open doors for you. Avoid
risks that could cause a big problem if they fall through. You are
lucky this year; start this new
I I -year luck cycle well. If you
are single, romance will be
exciting, although you will
either choose someone very
unusual or find that the bond is
not stable. If you are attached,
add that old spice to your relationship. Indulge your sweetie.
PISCES adds to the moment.

years experiencr

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions decks, roofing. floor covering,
landscaping. plumbing
—FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson Ow* net

METAL OF MURRAY

tree trimming
Can 753-1816
Or 227-0611

weekly & special pickups
locally us tied/operated

AUTRY
ROOFING

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system 9rae1
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
host

ligi
erveas Ceded

DSW
NIV1 ING
tialiI%lurk
mi. eminiatiiii.

Phillip Mapper, M.D.

270.767-4597* 731-516-4441
Cell 731.415-0000

A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
outbuilding
Complete
753-1040 293-9842 envice
ivAN noLAKE.f S
BO COM
-.See area homes for
sale by uwner or call
767-0591 to ::.441 your

*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
'1-2279

i

IIMI
Services Offered

A111501.1LJIME ALTICTIIICOIN
NO MINIIIIIIIIIISI! NO RESER VATIOIVS!I
Seillearstoy, Mow- 112111, At 1200 Moon
4122 Swan Road Near Murray, Kentucky

Murray Ledger & Times

- Hearing Anis - No Referrals Required -

Call kx Appointment(270) 759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray. KY 42071

BUYING

Here in Murray you
'
ll find Shelter Insurance
'
re proud to serve
Agent Jack Romaine. We

Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars

this community and our customers. Call today
and ask about our services.

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
759-1033

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!
Ne Also Offer 'Latest Pick-Up-In-Town -Some Day Shipping •
•
For Packages f?eceived By 6 p m.• In-Store Pocking
•
*Color & B&W Coates. Faxing, Laminating
•
•Mailbox Rental *Freight Services
•

SHELTER
IN.SURANCE

•

hot a mem Its ore year gellase mores tea:
4
• 733-7128

THE UPS STORE Re t2In St Nalto Forel kg)

aws.ansplat*Loos

V-F8c1r
,

cocorv Owned 8 Operated

Sot Corn-4pm

762-9103

•

•

www sheirerinsuronce corn

Seek Shelter Today!

3

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Elected in the November General Election were William (Bill)
Bailey. railroad commissioner, Ray
G. Coursey Jr., county clerk, Paul
E. Patton, governor. John Y. Brown
III, secretary of state, A.B. (Ben)
Chandler, attorney general, Ed
Hatcher, auditor of public accounts,
John Kennedy Hamilton, state
treasurer and Billy Ray Smith,
commissioner of agriculture. Also
a special Calloway County jail
tax was approved.
Kandy Carstens was presented with the "Keith M. Heim
Humanitarian Award" at the 20th
anniversary meeting of the
Humane Society of Calloway
County.
20 years ago
Six percent of Calloway County voters cast their ballots in the
General Election on Nov. 5,
according to Marvin Harris, county clerk. He said only 1,121 of
the 18,882 registered voters went
to the polls.
In keeping with the tradition
of a "Murray Christmas," the
Murray Rotary Club will sponsor
the annual Christmas Parade on
Dec. 7. The parade theme will
be "Have A Murray Christmas."
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Jones,
Nov. 4; a boy to Wyatt and Kathy
Glover and a boy to Mark and
Paige Story, Nov. 5.
30 years ago
Wheelchair Awareness Day was
observed Nov.6 at Calloway County High School. Eight students,
Tim Bailey, Rita Barrow, Brad
Belcher, Johnna Brandon, Lisa
Cleaver. Mike Farris, Nada Frazier and Mike Jackson, one faculty member, Clayton Hargrove,
and two board members, Walter
Byars and Joe Dyer, were con-

fined to wheelchairs for the entire
day at the school.
Fire gutted the home of Marvin Cochrum, Wiswell Road. on
Nov. 7, according to members of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue.
Robert K. Baar who has directed the Quad State Choral Festival at Murray State University
for 23 years was presented a silver service following the annual
event. '
40 years ago
Mancil J. Vinson, assistant commissioner of agriculture for Kentucky, was named as "Outstanding Alumni" by the Agricultural
Alumni Association of Murray
State College. Vinson is a graduate of Murray Training School
and Murray State University.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Edwin Miller on Rt. 3,
Murray, was destroyed by fire on
Nov. 6.
Staff Sgt. Zelma R. Rumfelt,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Zelma Rumfelt of Murray, is serving with
the United States Army at Burns
Flat. Okla.
50 years ago
The annual 4-H and FFA Show
brought over $42,000 to owners
of cattle entered in the event on
Nov.. 7 at Murray Livestock Yard.
Rosanne Farris of Lynn Grove 4H Club had the reserve grand
champion.
Clara Nelle Cunningham and
Fred Furches were married Nov.
6.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Isaac Gilford,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
W. Ferguson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Newton and twins, a
boy and a girl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard D. Owen.

DEAR READERS: A reader
asked what a pa.-.F.:nger should
do, and in what order, if the
driver of a car loses consciousness at the wheel. I contacted
the California Highway Patrol
(CHP) and
was
told:
the
Lean
driver back,
grab
the
steering
wheel, hit
the turn signal,
keep
your seatbelt
Dear Abby fastened and
begin merging into the
By Abigail
Van Buren
lane(s) to
the
right,
remove the driver's foot from
the accelerator, and bring the
vehicle to a stop on the shoulder. Then use a cell phone to
call 911. (To which I added,
while doing all of the above, it
couldn't hurt to start praying.)
Half a dozen people wrote to
say that they'd had this experience, and mail arrived from all
over the United States informing me that the CHP's advice
left something to. be desired:
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I decided we'd try the
CHP's suggestions on our way
to church. Here's what we
learned: It was almost impossible to pull my husband's foot off
the gas pedal. I had to grab his
pant leg while trying to watch
the road -- not an easy task!
Also, if the car has a console --

created the Civil Works AdminBy The Associated Press
On this date:
In 1837. Mount Holyoke istration, designed to create
(AP) - Today is Tuesday,
_Nov. 8,,the 312th day nf 2005—__Seininary._a_college exclusive, jobs_ foL more than fectLEmilThere are 53—days left irr the- --or wonien opened in South --lion unemployed_
In 1942, Operation "Torch"
year. This is Election Day.
Hadley, Mass.
In 1889, Montana became began during World War H as
Today's Highlight in HistoU.S. and British forces landthe 41st state.
ry:
In 1932, New York Gov. ed in French North Africa.
On Nov. 8, 1923, Adolf
In 1960, Massachusetts Sen.
Hitler launched his first attempt Franklin D. Roosevelt defeatat seizing power with a failed ed incumbent Herbert Hoover John F. Kennedy defeated Vice
President Richard M. Nixon
coup in Munich. Germany, the for the presidency.
"Beer-Hall Putsch."
In 1933, President Roosevelt for the presidency.
L_Ul
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0ON'T YOU NAVE ANY RESPECT
FOP A PERSON'S PRIVACY?'

ASCE FROM A FEW GUYS

AT Tie POST OFFICE, MY
UPS ARE
PRACTICALLY
SEALF-0!

OF
COURSE
100

Here's the rub
for nail fungus

Driver's loss of consciousness
requires passenger response

Todaylnilistory

ES A ES

Tuesday,!November /I, 2005 • 5B

COMICS/FEATURES

ours does -- the passenger can't
reach the brake.(Perhaps down-

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an

had nail fungus for years. so it

to cure
shifting would work better?) -- avid reader of your column, pri- may take years of therapy
marily because you present so
at and 2) Vicks is so inexpensive
CONNIE
AND
TERRY, many remedies that do not advo- (unlike the alternative antitungai
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO
cate drugs for
pills at hundreds of dollars that
DEAR ABBY: The passenordinary
what have you got to lose?
ger should be shown or remindproblems.
Once you have got your funed in advance where the cruise
I am pargus "on the run." you can relax.
ticularly Apply the Vicks daily, continue
control switch or button is, so
interested in to clip and remove infected segshe can turn it off if it has been
solving the ments weekly.
activated. -- NANCY IN ERIE,
problem of
Eventually, when you achieve
PA.
toenail fun- success, you can use the VapoRub
DEAR ABBY:The first thing
gus, and see on an as-needed basis. In my case
the passenger should do is put
that people (yes. I tried this remedy and found
the transmission into neutral to
have said that it to be successful), I trim my
Dr. Gott
slow the vehicle, regardless of
Vicks
will foot nails every six months and
whether or not the driver's foot
help. Could apply Vicks for a week or two if
By
is on the accelerator. -you tell me
needed. Otherwise. I don't apply
Dr. Peter Gott exactly it at all.
ARCHIE
T.,
VALLEJO,
where
you
I cannot comment on the use
CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: This hap- put the Vicks — on top of the of nail polish and Vicks. My gut

pened to my husband and me.
When it happens, it happens
very quickly. I grabbed the
wheel with my left hand and, as

nail, or under? Would it make
any difference if the nail had polish? I imagine many women would
like to know if nail polish interferes with the action of the Vicks.
I usually keep my toenails polished so that the fungus is not
apparent.

reaction is to advise one or the
other, but not both together. Perhaps a compromise is in order.
Use nail polish in preparation
for special events, especially those
on beaches and lakesides; reserve
Vicks for routine days and nights,
after you have documented that
the VapoRub is effective therapy
for your condition.
Finally, let me confirm that I
have no financial interest in Vicks.
and have not received any compensation from them. Indeed, the
company has steadfastly refused
to acknowledge this entire issue.
Nonetheless, VapoRub does,
unquestionably, in many people.
provide - a reasonable option for
nail fungus that is safe and inexpensive.

we started crossing into oncoming traffic, tried to avoid hitting
anyone. Foremost in anyone's
DEAR READER: Apply Vicks
mind in that situation should be
to get the driver's foot off the VapoRub to the nail, cuticle and
gas. To heck with the turn sig- surrounding tissue twice daily,
rubbed in well, after having
nal!
This happens more than peo- trimmed the infected nail as extensively as possible to reduce the
ple realize. The year before the "biomass- of the fungus.: You need
accident, my husband's car was not apply the Vicks under the
totaled because the driver of an nail, because there will, literally,
oncoming car passed out, be no "under the nail;" you have
crossed the line and hit him. -- restricted that as much as possiGLAD TO BE ALIVE, ble.
Once you see normal nail growCHARLESTON. S.C.
DEAR ABBY: My diabetic ing out (after about three to six
husband had low blood sugar months,so don't be impatient), continue to remove or trim infected
while driving on a five-lane nails, and apply the Vicks twice
Doctor Gott is a practicing
highway. I was later told that daily.
physician and the author of the
had I used my emergency flashAlthough significant positive new book "Live Longer, Live Beter, someone with a cell phone effects may take a year or more ter: Taking Care of sour Health"
would have called the police to appear (because the toenails (Quill
Books,
Driver
and they would have assisted grow so slowly), be patient. Keep www.quilldriverbooks.com
me in getting off the highway. telling yourself that I You have
At the time I didn't even know
we HAD a flasher. Now I know
-- and my husband eats something before we get into heavy
of diamonds. When West showed
traffic. -- ELLA IN WALDON, South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
out. South had no way to avoid a
N.Y.
NORTH
diamond loser and so went down
DEAR
READE.RS:
•A K I 2
one.
IP 8 54
Declarer's downfall occurred
Needless to say, after reading
•10 6 4 3 2
when, immediately upon seeing
the above letters, I contacted the
4A
dummy. he assumed there was nothNational Highway Safety
WEST
EAST
ing at all to the play. He did not folCommission in Washington.
low the tried-and-true procedure of' •
•8 6
•5
Q9 •.1 10 7 3 2
stopping to ask himself whether
D.C. In a nutshell, here's what
•.1 9 8 7
•—
there was any lie of the. cards that
they told me:
*Q18742
•K109653 could possibly jeopardize the con"While your advice- was
SOUTH
tract. Had he done so, he would have
accurate, we're more concerned
•Q 10 9 7 4 3
realized that if either opponent held
. IP A K 6
all four missing diamonds.— a 10
about the reason behind the
•AKQ5
percent chance — he would have a
question, and the message that
•—
serious problem.
it's safe to drive with occasional The bidding:
To cater to that possibility —.
loss of consciousness as long as South
North
East
slim as it was — South 'should have
West
- Pass --- 3-*
Pass
discarded a diamond on--the -ace ofone has a co-pilot. Relying On I-•
Pass
7•
clubs, instead of a heart. After cashanother person in a vehicle to 5 NT
ing the A-Q of trumps, he would then
lead — queen of clubs.
take control is neither responsi- Opening
It took North-South only four cash a high diamond. If both oppoble nor safe.
bids to arrive at their best contract. nents followed tuit. the battle would
"If a person experiences loss South's five-notrump bid was the be over, since the heart loser could
of consciousness for any reason, Grand Slam Force. asking North to then be discarded on one of dummy's
good diamonds. .
bid seven spades if he held two ofthe
they need to stop driving until three
But if, as in the actual case, either
top trump honors, and North.of
they are treated by a doctor who course, complied.
opponent showed out on the first diagives them permission to
Though South's bidding was mond, declarer could next cash his
resume driving. This means first-rate, his play of the hand was other two diamonds, cross to dummy
giving the matter only
with a trump and ruff a diamond, lie
they'll have to find another not. After thought,
would then re-enter dummy with a
he won the club
superficial
means of transportation, at least lead with dummy's ace and dis- trump to discard his heart loser on
temporarily. Families have a carded a heart. He then drew two the ten of diamonds and so make the
role to play. If they are aware of rounds of trumps and cashed the ace grand slam.
the risk, they need to tell the
Tomorrow: Road map to winning defense.
(215i5x.IgE.iarrc,symi..icis,
state licensing agency and the
doctor."

ContractBridge
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Leo's studio
Blows away
Parroted
Mademoiselle's
date
13 Takeover
14 "Don't be —
15 Preserve fruit
16 Headhunter,
18 slangily
of Notre Dame
20 Emerging
magma
21 Dash size
22 Fragment
23 E-m nuisance
27 Cave denizen
29 Defective
firework
30 Vacation spot
31 New England st,
32 Kind of window
33 Plea at sea
34 Inc business
35 In a strange
way

1_COCD

PEANUTSAIR0110
11415 IS MY REPORT ON
TNE FIELD TRIP WE
WENT ON YESTERDAY

1
4
8
12

WE SHOULD 60 ON
MORE FIELD TRIPS..

—7

LIKE MAYBE ONCE
EVERY TEN YEARS .

t

4
:44

,

37 French wine
38 Qt. parts
39 Baylor
University site
40 Apply makeup
41 Casual
greeting
42
or chisel
44 Gray-barked
tree
47 More itchy
51 PC acronym
52 Toe-stubber's
cry
53 Is, to Pedro
54 Navy noncom
55 Black as night
56 Faculty advisor
57 Hairpin curve
DOWN
1 '— the Knife"
2 FBI agent
(hyph.)
3 Colonial dance
4 North-forty unit
5 Grievous
distress

n.61

:,#OW
Answer to Previous Puzzle

MWEI DOMM MOO
MOU MOOW MOOD
B
DEMO 00MO
ODOM OMMOUU
OM MBOMOU 000
MONO
WOCIOU
MOMOINI MUM=
MUM
OMOM
MOMOCIO NM
OMOUGIO MEM
• 001010 BOUM
MOCIO OMB 0140
WEE 01101A ROO

:\014
'Tow
LEDZER&TIMES:
Home Delivery
326.00
3 mo.
Onto.
—S51.00
1 yr. ........
Local Mail
i.calov.y.c...vesskikommin

11-8 C 2005 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
6 Geometry
Pioneer
7 Jack who ate
no tat
8 Wanted-poster
into

MEM MOM MUM
MEM MIME MEM
MUM dEMMEMMEM
MIME MO=
ME MEM EMMA
MAE MN MOM
Ma MEM ME MU
MEd= MIN ME
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Australian police arrest 17
terror suspects, say plot foiled
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
Police arrested 17 terror susStopping terror
pects in Australia's two biggest
Police in Australia arrested 16
cities today in raids authorities
suspects in a stnng of raids
terror
said foiled a plot to carry out a
Tuesday in Sydney
early
catastrophic terror attack. A radand Melbourne and
ical Muslim cleric known for
said they had foiled
was
Laden
bin
praising Osarna
a major terror
charged with masterminding the
attack
Detail
plot.
More than 500 police backed
AUSTRAUA
up by helicopters were involved
South
in raids across Sydney and
Austraha
Melbourne, arresting eight men
New South Wate
/si
in Sydney and nine in
chemiseizing
Melbourne and
Canberra
2
rcals, weapons, computers and \
of
backpacks.
amen
Victona
_/ arrested
One suspect was in critical
hielbowne:.i-r1"
condition after being shot in the
Nine arrested '
neck during a gunfight with
police
said
police,
hun
Commissioner Graeme Morgan.
Ocean
Tasmania
slightly
An officer was also
wounded.
AP
SOURCE ESN
One of the suspects wanted to
women
in Australia."
die a martyr, a police officer said and
"The members of the Sydney
in court.
"I'm satisfied that we have group have been gathering
disrupted what I would regard as chemicals of a kind that were
London
the
in
the final stages of a large-scale used
bombings,"
Underground
terrorist attack ... here in
Australia," New South Wales Maidment said. "Each of the
Police Commissioner Ken members of the group are comAustralian mitted to the cause of violent
told
Moroney
jihad."
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
He said they underwent miliHe later said he expected
more arrests "in coming days tary-style training at a rural
camp northeast of Melbourne.
and weeks."
Seven of the suspects, includPolice raided another Sydney
home as part of the terror probe, ing Abu Bakr, were ordered
an Australian Federal Police detained until a court appearspokesman said on condition of ance on Jan. 31. Two others
anonymity per government poli- were to hear Wednesday
cy. There were no immediate whether their application to be
released on bail was granted.
arrests.
Detective Sergeant Chris
Prime Minister john Howard.
who last week warned of a pos- Murray told the court police sursible terror attack in Australia. veillance had picked up one susAbdulla
thanked -security forces in a pect, 20-year-old
nationally televised news con- Merhi, pleading for permission
to become a martyr during disference.
suspects.
. "This country has never been cussions with. other
wasit
said
Murray
terrorist
. .
. ttea-T)
immune from apssible
attack," he said. "That remains X)iiCV fly *41HI 10
the situation today and it will be to the nature of a suicide
bomber."
the situation tomorrow."
Seven men arrested in
Abu Bakr — an Algeriana
Australian who has said he Sydney were held in cells at
would be violating his faith if he tightly guarded downtown court
warned his students not to join' during a five-minute hearing
the jihad, or holy war, in Iraq -- Tuesday afternoon at which the!,
was among nine men who were ordered held until another
appeared Tuesday morning in hearing on Friday on charges of
Melbourne Magistrates Court preparing a terror act by manucharged with being members of facturing explosives.
The eighth Sydney suspect,
a terror group.
Richard the - man shot by police. was
Prosecutor
Maidment told the court the nine under guard in hospital and was
planned to kill "innocent men not immediately charged.
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Adam
lawyer
Defense
Houda, who was representing at
least one suspect, told reporters
outside the court that the charges
were a "scandalous political
prosecution."
"There's no evidence that ter
rorism was contemplated or
being planned by any particular
person at any particular time or
at any particular place," he said.
Federal Police Commissioner
Mick Keelty said the fact that a
suspect fired at police "serves to
show that we are dealing with
very serious issues here."
Angry supporters of the suspects clashed violently with
news cameramen in Melbourne
and Sydney.
Moroney said possible bombmaking materials were • found
during the raids, including
chemicals which, "when combined in combinations of one or
more, certainly could be highly
volatile."
Police declined to give
details of the likely target of the
attack, but New South Wales
Police Minister Carl Scully said:
"I was satisfied that this state
was under an imminent threat of
potentially a catastrophic terrorist act ... involving the attempted
stockpiling of chemicals and
related materials that could be
used in a major explosion."
Melbourne lawyer Rob Stary
said he represented eight of the
Melbourne suspects including
Abu Bakr, who in the past has
called al-Qaida mastermind
Osama bin Laden a "great man."
Abu Bala leads a fundamentalist
Islamic group in the southern
city of. Melbourne where he has
lived since 1989.
- Australia has never been hit
by a major terror attack, but its
citizens have repeatedly been
targeted overseas, particularly in
neighboring Indonesia, where
dozens of AuStralianive been
killed in bomb-blasts since 2002.
Last week, Howard rushed
through Parliament an amendment to terror laws he said
would beef up police powers to
arrest suspects plotting attacks.
Melbourne police said the new
powers helped them carry out
their raids.
Opponents say Howard's
strong support for the U.S.-led
strikes on Iraq and decision to
send troops there and to
Afghanistan have made it
inevitable Australia will he
attacked.
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